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HOUSE INSULATION 

A NEW IDEA 
A house lined with Cork is warmer in winter and cooler in summer. 

Fuel bills are reduced fully 30 per cent. 

Armstrong's Corkboard 

has kept the heat out of cold storage rooms for the past thirty years. 

It will prevent the heat escaping from your home in just the same manner. 
Why burn fuel and allow the heat to How readily through your walls 

and roof? Write for a corkboard sample and our 40 page catalogue 
uu House Insulation. !,| ! 

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO., LIMITED 
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG 

Canadian History by the Pocketful 
Not to suggest “dramming”, but the nearest thing we know to a “royal 

road” to Canadian history comes in our pocket-sized Canadian History 
Readers. 

These are convenient little brochures—one hundred titles in all—cover¬ 
ing pathfinders, heroes, heroines, comrades of the Cross, eminent Canadians 
and fathers of the Dominion, all by recognized authorities and covering 
various phases of Canadian history from the days of early discovery to the 
present. While the readers center largely in outstanding characters, the 
life and work of these folk are thrown on a background which brings the 
period they lived in intimately and interestingly before one. 

These booklets, readable in half-an-hour, may be used at odd moments 
and will contribute a wonderful amount of Canadian history. A few sug¬ 
gested titles follow: 

“Lord Strathcona” by iH. A. Kennedy. 
“The Building of the C. P. R.” by H. A. Kennedy 
“Tecumseh” by Lloyd Roberts 
“The Hudson’s Bay Company” by Robert Watson. 
“The Story of Hydro” by Blodwen Davies. 

Price 10c per copy plus 2c postage. 

We shall be very glad to send you the whole list 

THE RYERSON PRESS 
Canada’s Pioneer Publishers —- TORONTO 
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“Your Nose Knows’’ When 

Things Are Clean 

THE SENSE OF SMELL IS GENERALLY A FAIRLY ACCURATE INDICATION 

OF THE EFFICIENCY OF CLEANLINESS 

The sense of smell is a fairly accurate way of judging the efficiency of 
dairy cleansers. Washed surfaces which are not sweet smelling or absolutely 
odorless are actually not clean. 

Dairy products of all kinds are easily affected by odors, and their market 
value seriously lowered. It naturally follows that cleaning materials which 
leave odors on washed surfaces are not profitable in dairies, creameries, and 
cheese factories. 

For more than 3 0 years leading members of the Dairy Industry have found 
that Wyandotte Cleaner and Cleanser leaves washed surfaces absolutely odor¬ 
less. Wyandotte washed surfaces are free from all foreign matter and also 
free of unrinsed cleaner. In addition, every pound of Wyandotte gives you 
a maximum amount of cleaning with a minimum of time and labour. Wyan¬ 
dotte gives quality cleaning at low cost. 

Dairy authorities report tnat a cleaner which gives economical service 
should have other advantages aside from its ability to leave washed surfaces 
odorless. When they list their added advantages, Wyandotte is found to more 
than meet their requirements. 

Distributed by Dairy Supply Houses in all parts of Canada. 

The Kind of Printing You Want -The Way You Want It— When You Want It 

THE GUMMER PRESS 
Printers, Bookbinders and Publishers 

THE SIZE OF THE JOB MAKES NO DIFFERENCE 

GOOD SERVICE AND GOOD PRINTING 

CHARACTERIZE OUR WORK 

Gummer Building Phone 872 Guelph 
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HOW TO FIGURE THE SIZE FOR YOUR 
CONCRETE WATER SUPPLY TANK 

A gravity water system enabling tbe farmer to get water when he wants 
it by a turn of the faucet has advantages which are self-evident. The average 
daily consumption of water on the farm runs into hundreds of gallons. No 
more practical improvement could be made than a concrete supply tank which 
will put water under pressure for instant use when needed. 

Clip and save this helpful table for estimating water requirements: 
For each member of the-family. 2 5 gallons per day 
For each cow. 12 
For each horse .. 10 
For each sheep . 1 y2 
Continuous drinking fountain.50 to 100 
Use of V2 " hose nozzle. 2 00 
Use of %" hose nozzle. 3 00 

Capacities of cyindrical water tanks 12 feet in diameter, varying in depth 
from 6 to 16 feet are as follows: 

6 feet deep .... 5,075 gallons 12 feet deep .... 10,150 gallons 
8 feet deep .... 6,770 gallons 14 feet deep.... 11.845 gallons 

10 feet deep .... 8,460 gallons 16 feet deep .... 13,540 gallons 

Write us for booklet with complete plans and instructions 
for building this and other concrete farm improvements. 

Canada Cement Company, Limited 
Canada Cement Company Building 
Phillips Spare Montreal 

Sales Offices at: 
Montreal . Toronto Winnipeg . Calgary 

gallons per day 
gallons per day 
gallons per day 
gallons per hour 
gallons per hour 
gallons per hour 
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Courtesy W. D. Tolton 

Cbc main Cower of Hew Hdmiinstration Building 
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CHANGING YOUR 

QUARTERS 

With the opening of the New Adminis¬ 
tration Building, Fall classes will change 
their quarters for spacious, splendid 
surroundings. Take the choicest in 
cigarettes with you. “Change your 
quarters” for Buckingham. . .the most 
popular blend in Canada. . .a smooth, 
all-quality, all-pleasure cigarette. . . 
blended from choice tobaccos. . .mel¬ 
lowed by ultra-violet rays. . .kept fresh 
and enjoyable by the patented sealed 
package. 

20 
for 



Cbe 0. H. £. Review 

The Profession / have embraced 
requires an knowledge of 

everything. 

Vol. XLIV. Guelph, September, 1931 No. 1 

Statement of Policy 

T is not necessary to recapitulate the circum¬ 

stances which have made it necessary to pub¬ 

lish a statement of Review policy. Suffice it 

to say, that apart from one or two changes 

in appearance and make-up it was judged 

unnecessary to make any radical changes. 

It will continue to be published by the 

students, for the Alumni and students themselves, and for such 

other people who desire to keep in touch with the activities, 

both mental and physical, of those connected with this Institu¬ 

tion. 

We no longer wish to compete with magazines and periodi¬ 

cals already established as a medium for conveying technical 

information to/ the agricultural public. This is not to say that 

we do not want articles on agricultural subjects, but they should 

be of a more general nature so as to be of interest to the lay 

reader. One of the major drawbacks of the high degree of 

specialization in vogue to-day, is the wide breach which exists 

between workers in different branches of industry, and this 

applies as well to the relation between agricultural and indus¬ 

trial workers, as to those engaged in the various branches of 
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Agricultural Science. Hence, any information on any subject, 

if it is to be of value to anybody else except those actually en¬ 

gaged in work of similar nature, should be couched in language 

understandable to everybody. 

In particular do we want to keep in touch with the acti¬ 

vities and opinions of O.A.C. Graduates. The Student Staff will 

do their part to the best of their ability, by keeping everybody 

informed of progress here, and painting as true a picture of 

College activities as possible, but it is to the Alumni we turn 

for the benefit of their experience and advice, and the stimulus 

of their criticism, to the mutual benefit, we hope, of not only 

the students and graduates of the O.A.C., but of Agriculture in 

general. 

AN analysis of the situation reveals the fact that 

students do not contribute: (a) Because they 

don't know what to write about; (b, because they are too lazy 

to write; (c) because they think their contributions will not be 

accepted; (d) because they can’t express themselves properly 

To which class do you belong? Students are asked to submit 

suggestions and criticisms, and to record ideas. Accounts of 

summer experiences, descriptions of new farm practices they 

have observed on their own or other people’s farms, humorous 

sketches, short stories, “Spontaneous overflows of powerful feel¬ 

ing,” photographs, etc., will all be welcomed. 

FROM the Alumni we would like expressions of 

opinions on current events in the agricultural 

world; discussions on controversial questions; and again criti¬ 

cisms and suggestions. Agricultural Representatives and Year 

Secretaries might be particularly helpful in the matter of stirring 

up contributors. Short notes on Alumni gatherings and records 

of the movements or activities of members of the Alumni are 

particularly requested, since these, more than anything else, 

indicate how the work of the College is being spread abroad. 

Finally, we would repeat that time-worn statement that 

the O.A,C. Preview is your magazine, reflects your attitude of 

mind and your activities. If you stagnate, so will the Review. 

The Editor cannot write everything himself. 
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Year 35 

AS is customary at this time of year, we extend 

a welcome to the incoming Freshman Class, 

on behalf of the College. You will he entering a new phase of 

your existence and should on that account step warily. Very 

few men, let alone young men, can enter a new walk of life and 

adapt themselves immediately to their surroundings. During 

the process of assimilation it is wise to humble yourself and show 

some respect for your elders even if you don’t consider them 

your betters. 

We understand that the Year includes thirty odd Old Coun¬ 

try men. To these in particular we would address a word of 

warning. We are very glad to have you and appreciate the fact 

that the Mother Country is sending men to this Institution, but 

we do want to point out to you, that you are now in Canada, 

and are here to learn what Canada can teach you. Our ways 

may appear strange and our speech a trifle abrupt; our education- 

al system may be lacking in many respects, and our culture can¬ 

not be as advanced as that of an old country like the British 

Isles, but we feel we have the virility of youth, and we do object, 

above all things, to sneering criticism. You can think what you 

like about us but don’t start telling us how to run things, until 

you have been here a sufficiently long time to get our point of 

view as well as yours. 

To the Year as a whole we would say—pull together, make 

the most of your opportunities to take part in College activities 

both in lectures and games, don’t get “fresh”, and remember that 

you are as much responsible as anybody for the prestige of the 

College in the eyes of the world in general, as anybody in the 

senior years. 

Review Competitions 

WVC intend to revive the Review Competitions which 

were a regular feature of the magazine a few 

years ago. In those days prizes were offered for descriptive 

essays and short stories, and the winning efforts were published 

in the Xmas number. Full details will be published in the Oct¬ 

ober issue. In the mean time, get busy and think out some ideas. 
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Diversified Farming 

Can the Specialist Survive? 

S. E. Todd, io 

PRESENT conditions are driving home with in¬ 

sistent pressure the lesson of diversification in 

farm production. Not only does it apply in a national sense 

but it is fully as important on the individual farm. 

The Fewer the In the nature of things Canada for some 

Products the years to come must be a great exporter 

Greater the Risk of agricultural produce of some kind or 

other. The more we concentrate as a 

country on a few products the greater our risks in the world 

markets. The geater the variety of products we have to export 

the better our chances are of getting a living return out of the 

total each year. A nearly level income from year to year is 

the great desideratum. 

But we cannot market to advantage quantities of one pr oduct 

in one year and quantities of another product in another year. 

The first requirement in marketing is customers. Buyers of 

products look for an assured supply of a certain quality. Ensur¬ 

ing buyers as customers of Canada requires that we shall be pre¬ 

pared to supply regular quantities year after year at the world’s 

price for the quality of product we are supplying. To try to get 

more for the product than the world price, or to reduce produc¬ 

tion because the price does not suit us is to lose our customers. 

Hence diversification of products is an absolute necessity so that 

when the price of any product is extremely low we shall be 

able to maintain the volume of that product without starving dur¬ 

ing the period of stress. 

Where Diversification These principles are as applicable to the 

is Impracticable individual farm as they are to the nation¬ 

al policy. The greater the diversifica¬ 

tion of products within reason the greater the chances are of 

*Mr. Todd is Secretary of the Industrial and Development Council 
of Canadian Meat Packers. 
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securing a living income. It is as true of fruit farming as of the 

ordinary type of farming. The limiting factors are climatic and 

soil conditions and the intelligence of the individual farmer or 

the farmers of a community. 

Sometimes conditions render diversification on a broad scale 

impracticable. Where, as in parts of the West, water and past¬ 

ure are scarce, livestock farming cannot be undertaken on any 

large scale on the basis of a mixed farm plan. But even there 

diversification to as large an extent as possible is vital. Every 

such farm should have one sow, a few cows, and a fair number 

of poultry. If every farm in Canada had a minimum of one sow 

we would be producing 10,000,000 hogs per year instead of four 

to six million. We would be exporting 400,000,000 pounds of 

bacon instead of none. 

The Functions The first function of every farm should 

of the Farm be to secure the living of the family. 

There would have been no near starva¬ 

tion on Western farms during the past year if there had been a 

few pigs to kill, a cow or two to milk, a few eggs to gather and 

a few chickens to eat on every farm. By diversification of pro¬ 

ducts the farm family becomes assured of an abundance of var¬ 

ied food and is this not just what the whole science of food man¬ 

ufacture and distribution has been built up for by the urban 

population. In this diversification the farm garden is an import¬ 

ant part of production from the standpoint of the family living. 

It should be as much a part of the farm plan and work as are the 

pigs, cows, grain crops, or fruit. 

The second function of a farm should be to provide full time 

occupation. Any occupation in life where the worker is only 

productively occupied during certain seasons or under certain 

conditions is a risky mode of life. Where a man is occupied 

only a part of the time high returns are an absolute necessity 

for that part of the year in which work is performed. These 

high returns are impossible to maintain over many years and 

result in periodical distress. Farming particularly does not 

permit of success on the basis of part time occupation. A diver¬ 

sification of products is the best way of insuring full time produc¬ 

tive occupation. 

The third function of a farm is to insure a regular income 

from year to year. It cannot be done by the same products each 
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year. Vast changes in weather or market conditions from year 

to year make it impossible to secure anything like a regular 

income from one product. A scale of living set up on the basis 

of a few years of favourable production and marketing of some 

specialized product nearly always results in an awful bump when 

the inevitable time of the other extreme arrives. Only a very 

few people have the self control so necessary to survive in such 

a highly risky mode of life. Diversification of products does not 

permit of the very high returns in some years that may be sec¬ 

ured through concentrating on a single product or on a very few, 

nor does it result in the very low income of other years. Intel¬ 

ligently practised it does permit of and results in a living income. 

The Successf ul 
Planning of a 

farm Needs 
Skill and 

Intelligence 

It requires a high measure of intellig¬ 

ence to successfully plan and operate a 

considerable diversification of products 

on a farm. Given favourable production 

and marketing conditions nearly any one 

can produce some specialty just the same 

as nearly anyone can become a specialist in Henry Ford’s factory. 

A worker can support a few months of very strenuous labor on 

a farm if there is quite a long period of comparative idleness. 

This factor is very attractive to many people but it is a risky 

life. To successfully plan a farm so that the workers shall be 

productively occupied all the time requires thought and study. 

A herd of dairy cows sufficient to fully occupy the workers in the 

winter time may be altogether too big when they have to be 

handled in addition to the field work in the summer. The limit 

of the herd may have to be the number that can be successfuly 

handled in summer and some other form of product that may be 

operated with a minimum of summer work be added for winter 

occupation. 

The fact that diversified production is hard to plan is an 

important reason why farmers who wish to maintain a fairly 

high standard of living will adopt it and increase it on their 

farms. It requires brains and a trained intelligence. It is attrac¬ 

tive to farmers who like to think and plan. It breaks up the 

monotony of the farm work. It offers a security that gives com¬ 

parative ease of mind and the mind thus released can engage in 

constructive thought. Furthermore, farmers who wish to live 

well will have to seek to do the things that are comparatively hard 

because the world is overcrowded with those who will do the 

things that are easy to do. 
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0. A.C. Graduates at Home 

No. i Mr. T J. Wood of Lakefietd 
Ontario 

If the English were in a paradise of spontaneous pro¬ 

ductions, they would continue to dig and plough, though they 

t; ere never a peach nor a pineapple the better for it. 

—Sydney Smith. 

THE average Englishman is as shy of publicity 

as the average American revels in it. He 

sees in the blowing of trumpets an offence against God and man, 

and views with distaste the gusto and relish with which the 

average American “tells the world” about this or that personal 

or national achievement. There is something to be said for 

both attitudes, but Mr. Wood is an Englishman, and we must 

therefore apologize to him for appearing to intrude on his private 

affairs, with the excuse that his many friends at the College 

and among the Alumni are anxious to know how he is getting 

along. 

Mr. Wood came to Canada in 1909, and spent twelve years 

in Victoria, B.C. Entering the O.A.C. in 1919, he took the 

Horticulture Option, achieved a reputation as a swimmer, and 

served as President of the O.A.C. Co-operative Association. He 

also learned to skate, after many painful collisions with the 

ends of the rink, and is now playing intermediate hockey. 

During the summer months he worked on Government Ex¬ 

perimental Stations, and came to the conclusion that he valued 

his independence more than a steady pittance from the State. 

He was fortunate enough to be in a position to buy the farm 

where he is now located, at the village of Lakefield, ten miles 

from Peterborough; and settled there in 1923. During the same 

year he married Miss Vera Stock, a graduate with Mac ’21. 

Since that time they have never looked back. 

After the first winter on the farm, Mr. Wood discovered 

the great drawback to farm life, its narrowing influence. He 
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found himself falling into a rut. He got no time to read good 
books or hear good music. To counteract this he conceived the 
idea of teaching during the winter and this completely solved 
the problem. If you eliminate the drudgery from agriculture, 
and the monotony from teaching, there are no more attractive 
or honourable ways of earning a living, and a combination of 
the two appears the logical way of solving both problems. Now 

he not only teaches Science, literature and other subjects to the 
boys at the school during the winter, but markets the products 

of the farm there, and incident¬ 
ally has been responsible for 
sending several boys to the 
O.A.C. Many graduates and 
students will remember M. G. 
Griffiths as one of the best all- 
round students at the College, 
and both he and his brothers 

were educated at this school. 

The farm itself consists of 
a medium loam sloping gradu¬ 

ally to the River Atonabee. A 
four year rotation is practised 

to provide feed for the fifty 
head of beef cattle and the 
twenty head of dual-purpose 
Shorthorns which are kept on 
the farm. The cows are dried 
up during the summer, the milk 
together with the beef being 
sold to the school during the 
winter. Two men are employed 

' ail the time to help work the 
Ir. Wood on the Steps of his House i i 1 fuq 

220 acres and look after the 

ock, one of them being left completely in charge during the 

inter while Mr. Wood is away teaching. 

This year he had as nice a field of Dawson s Golden Chaff 
as anyone could wish to see, clean as a whistle, and obviously 
worth well over a dollar a bushel for seed. The same could be 
said of a field of O.A.C. 144 oats, the original seed for which 
had been obtained through the Experimental Union and suffi¬ 

ciently multiplied in the garden to sow seven acres. 
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The house and its setting, for which we are sure Mrs. Wood 
is as much responsible as anybody, gives ample evidence of 
what can be done with a little thought and artistry. The south 
and east sides of the house are provided with a home-built 
stone varandah looking out, not over the barnyard or towards 
the road, but across the fields towards trees and water. Just 
such a scene as Rupert Brooke might have been describing 
when he wrote the line in Grantchester: 

“A bosky zvood, a slumbrous streamA 

A tall hedge of that fast-growing shrub, the laurel-leaved 
willow, shuts off the garden from the farm lane, and the well 
kept lawn is set with trees and shrubs—an altogether pleasing 
prospect. 

Mr. Wood thoroughly appreciated the course he took at the 
O.A.C. It gave him a good grounding, and taught him just how 
much he didn’t know about growing crops and feeding stock, 
so that he was in as good a position to start learning the art of 
farming when he graduated as anyone could wish. Now after 
eight years the farm is on its feet and a credit to the community. 
May it long continue to be so. 

(iMr. Wood has promised to contribute an article, describing- some of 
the difficulties he has come up against in building up the farm. It is hoped 
that /this will be of benefit to any other graduates who may contemplate 
following his example.—Ed.) 

And one an English home—gray tunlight poured 

On dewy pastures, dewy trees— 

Softer than sleep—all things in order stood, 

A haunt of ancient peace. 

—Alfred Lord Tennyson. 

APOLOGY 
The Review Management regrets the delay in the publication of this 

number, which was due to unavoidable circumstances. For these reasons 
the article on page 24 is out of date, we fear, but will indicate the nature^ 
of the work being conducted by the Department of Field Husbandry along 
these lines. 



The Function of a University 
by W. H. Fyfe, M.A.LL.D 

HE function of a University is an (essential 
function of human life—it is to aid human 

beings in the growth of character, in the healthy development 
of all their faculties, physical, mental, moral, aesthetic and 
spiritual or, since it is only in logic and not in life that these 
faculties are separate, we may borrow a famous phrase from 
Keats’ letters, and say that the function of a University is to 
assist that process of soul-making which is the object of all 
human life. A student comes to the University uncertain of 
his aims and his abilities, blind as yet to much of the beauty 
and interest of life and imperfect in the art of self-control. He 
should leave it a “good man.” And a good man is not necessarily 

a “good business man.” It is rather one who has learnt to face 
his instincts squarely and to find for each of them an effective 
outlet in the direction of some ideal purpose which dominates 
his interest and action. 

The chief product of a University is 
“souls” in this wide sense of the word, and 
the means of production are various and 

The Chief Product 

of a University 

complex. There is the intimate contact of mind and character, 
the polish and elasticity which come from meeting many kinds 
of people different in outlook and in background; there is the 
gradual mastery of self-discipline which comes, and can only 
come from increased responsibility; there is the sense of obliga¬ 

tion involved in membership of a great community, and within 
that corporate sense there develops also the self-respect which 

inspires all chivalrous and unselfish conduct—-the sense that 
meanness and weakness and cruelty are evil because, whether 

detected by others or not, they damage and corrode one’s self; 
the sense that it profits a man’s nothing to gain the whole world 
of money or distinction at the cost of losing his own self. Of 
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course it is not only at a University that such a moral lesson 

can be learned. Every man in every sphere of life has got to 

learn it or to acquiesce in failure. But the lesson is, I believe, 

much easier for the student who has leisure to observe and 

meditate and reason than it is for ithe boy or girl plunged at 

seventeen or earlier into the embarrassing business of making 

a living. If that is true, it throws upon all members of a 

University a serious responsibility. To whom great opportun¬ 

ities are given of them shall much be required. 

The Objects of 

Athletics and Science 

And the same great end is served both by 

the athletic interests which to a casual on¬ 

looker seem to fill the University horizon 

and also by ithe activity of courses and classes which an acute 

observer can detect in the background. In all the work that is 

done by students and by their teachers in every Faculty of the 

University an ultimate object is the cultivation of the sense of 

truth. Of all our means of soul-production that is the most 

potent. It is easiest to see this in the study of Natural Science. 

Consider how a scientist works. He patiently collects all the 

facts that are in any way relevant to his subject; he observes 

them minutely; he views them by experiment and gradually 

forms a theory which seems to explain them all. He returns 

once more to test his theory by further observation and ex¬ 

periment. And perhaps he finds one obstinate little fact which 

will not fit in. So he has to begin, all over again and build'up 

a new hypothesis and to test this again by experiment and 

observation. He may have to frame a hundred theories before 

he can feel that he has found the truth, and even then he knows 

that before long some new fact may be discovered which will 

demolish his theory. And if that happens, he doesn’t try to 

hush up the discovery or to burn the discoverer at the stake. 

His aim is proof, not propaganda, so he patiently renews the 

task of framing a theory to fit all the facts. That is the method 

of all genuine enquiry. It requires patience, enthusiasm and 

faith—faith in the truth as something that transcends all human 

theory. There is no chicanery in science—for if there is, it 

ceases to be science. 

This aspect of University training is most clearly seen in 

the faculties of Medicine and Science, where students are pre¬ 

paring themselves to serve the development of the great re¬ 

sources, human and material, of this Dominion. Such training 
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may be in a sense vocational, but it 'is mere treachery to the 
commonwealth unless it is also strictly scientific. 

.ri T/ , , T , And in the Faculty of Arts as well 
1 he value of Lectures 

there must be the same intellectual in¬ 
tegrity. Mere attendance at lectures, the patient inscription of notes,, 

and their punctual regurgitation at examinations—all such routine is 

utterly valueless in itself. It would not elevate a cow. Education means 

feeding, and a man is not fed! except through his own active process of 

digestion. So in the humanities all profitable study is a mental 
activity born of an eager curiosity for truth. In history, 
Economics, Philosophy, just as much as in Mathematics and 
Science there must be the same pure discipline of truth—the 
determination to blow the froth off the flagons of rhetoric and 
the cobwebs off conventional opinion, to penetrate to the facts 
and form an honest theory that will fit them. And in the study 
of languages and of literature there is the same spirit and the 
same discipline, the fine discipline of scholarship and criticism, 
the determination to use each language in its own idiom and 
all languages as a vehicle of thought, the determination to form 
one’s own taste on the works of genius instead of being content 
with the reach-me-downs of criticism and the courage of other 
people’s opinions. In Arts as in Science sincerity is the sovran 
antiseptic. 

But Arts, as we call them, lack their full value unless they 
bring to the process of soul-making the influence not only of 
truth, but also of beauty. That is the peculiar privilege and 
duty of the Arts Faculty—to open the ears to the beauty of 
words and their power of illuminating thought, to reveal the 
magic of rhythm and of cadence that makes a series of senten¬ 
ces, not a paragraph but a constellation; and, more than that, 
some way must be found to help our students to appreciate for 
themselves the beauty of form and of sound, to open to them the 
infinite treasury of pleasure in pictures and sculpture and 
architecture and music. 

A Power-House of Ideas 
My predecessor in his last report to 
the Trustees of the University said 

that “The Faculty of Arts will always remain the pre-eminent 
thing in the life of this University.” Some of you may not agree. 
But of this I am sure, that it should be, and it shall be, the 
function of Queen’s to provide for Canada not only the Scientists 
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who will develop the unwrecked resources of mineral and water 
wealth; not only the Doctors who will care for and improve the 
national health, and the Economists, who will help to perfect 
the creaking machinery of industry and commerce—not only 
these, but also to produce, as it has done in the past, the school¬ 
teachers, professors and ministers of religion—I group those to¬ 
gether because churches, schools and universities are essentially 
and closely interdependent—besides all these we must produce 
in greater numbers than before the statesmen, poets, artists and 
thinkers of the future, we must find the man power and the 
woman power for the era of Canadian art, philosophy, literature 
and music, which is just dawning—or, if it isn’t, then Queen’s 
must up and make it dawn. 

A University is a Power House no less important to the life 
of the Nation than those great Power Houses on the river falls, 
which are doing so much for the industrial life of Canada. A 
University is a Power House of ideas and ideals, and it feeds, 
if it is functioning properly, the spiritual life of the nation. The 
teaching staff may provide the raw material of these ideas, but 
it is through the students that they must be transmounted and 
transmitted. It is by them that Queen’s will be judged. Its 
future lies in their hands. And to their young enthusiasm I do 
not think it is difficult to appeal by the record and achievement 
of this University, by the devotion it has won from its alumni 
and alumnae and the manifold gifts it- offers to all who have 
the sense and energy to take them—and to widen also and deepen 
that appeal by the summons to serve God and King in a manner 
not altogether unworthy of Canada’s invigorating climate, 
triumphant achievement and illimitable opportunity. 

(We make no apology for reprinting in full Dr. Fyfe’s address, because, 
as the Editor of the University of Western Ontario Gazette expressed it, “Of 
the national significance and universal applicability of the thought contained.” 
—Ed.) 
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Working Your Way* 

A Frank Discussion of a College Problem 

by Harry Morton Robinson 

NEARLY five million persons in the United States 
are attending educational institutions of college 

grade. And of this impressive host, larger than the combined 
enrolments of all other colleges in the world, over two million 
are scholastic hitch-hikers, “working their way through school.” 
They drive cabs and wait on table; they clerk, tutor and jerk 

sodas; they peddle spark-plugs, scented soaps and subscriptions 
to magazines; they beg, they borrow and a few of them in¬ 
evitably steal. Two-thirds of their waking hours are spent in 
feeding and housing their bodies; with what is left of thedr 
time and energy they go through the motions of studying for a 

degree. 

rizl . Physically, most of the penniless youths who 
What is the Usee . ^ , 

clutter up our colleges are pitifully equipped 
for the task of working four years on a double time basis. My 
experience has shown me that they break down under the strain 
very soon after their initial reserve is exhausuted. For the first 
three months everything is rosy, but their energy then begins 
to flag and in their exhaustion they begin to snatch an extra 

hour or two of sleep. 

I have seen students come into my nine a.m. classes, after 

they had labored all night in a lunchroom or steam laundry, 

barely able to stay awake. Frequently these students fell asleep 

in class, and it was tacitly understood by all of us that they 

were not to be awakened until their snoring became too heavy. 
Imagine conducting a class where 15 per cent, of the students 
were on the verge of exhaustion, or frankly leaning back in an 
open-mouthed, audible coma! 

* Condensed from College Humor, March, 1931. 
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Everything would be all right if the student were willing 
to take the academic consequences. But he isn’t. He expects 

favors, leniencies, extensions—or else he falls (hopelessly behind. 
Every college teacher with a corpuscle of humanity in his blood¬ 
stream has “passed” hundreds of fellows who deserved, on the 
basis of scholastic accomplishment, to be flunked outright. 

A College Education 

Costs Money 

Now a college education costs money be¬ 
cause it is worth money to anyone who 

can get it. It it a truism (see our big 
three pound catalogue) that over 85 per cent, of the subjects 
taught in our universities are strictly commercial. An A. B. or 
a B. S. degree is almost indispensable to-day in banking and 
mercantile circles. The harm is done when persons financially 
unable to buy a degree crowd into the market with nothing but 
outstretched hands and a wild ambition to succeed. 

My positive counsel to young students would certainly coin¬ 
cide with the advice Theodore Roosevelt gave to a young man 
who asked him, “Should I work my way through college-” 

Advocate though he was of the “strenuous life,” Roosevelt re¬ 
plied: “If you can’t get through college any other way, and you 
really want a college education, then work your way through. 
But (and this is the point I would emphasize) don’t try to go 
to school and earn your living at the same time! Take a job 
for a year, save enough money to see you through a couple of 
college years, and then repeat the performance.” 

Under this plan, six or even eight years might elapse be¬ 
fore the college course was completed. But in my opinion this 
is a decided advantage. No one can fully appreciate the sweet¬ 
ness of college leisure until he has strung telephone wires or 
handled a compressed-air riveter for a year or two. Without 
exception the men who return from a year’s work to complete 

their courses are steadier thinkers and more matured scholars 
than the chaps who gulp the whole four years without a re¬ 
freshing sabbatical at hard labor. If I were to have a university 

of my own, I should make it compulsory for a man to leave 
school at the end of his sophomore year and take a whirl at 
some physical job. If he ever returned—and only the best 
specimens WOULD return—he’d be a more compact, harder 

thinking student than he was when he went away. And incid- 
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entally, he’d be able to finance himself through the last two 

years of college. 

Naturally, many students prefer to cover the ground at a 

single jump, and yet haven’t enough money to see them through. 
What is the solution to this vexatious problem? Well, I know 
one such chap who has a real urge to become a doctor. He had 
brains enough to know that he couldn’t finance himself on 
dishwashing jobs, and a sufficient originality to think up a 

scheme big enough to relieve him of all financial worry during 
the period of study. So he went to his local banker and outlined 
the following proposition: — 

> ^ 

“I will insure myself for $100,000, making your bank the 
beneficiary. You will pay the premium for six years, regard¬ 

ing the money thus paid out as a character loan. At the end of 

two years, I will borrow the maximum amount on my policy, 
which will carry me until I can borrow further funds at the end 
of the next two year period. Within six years I shall have 
borrowed $6,000 on my policy, which will see me through my 
medical course.” 

The banker naturally asked for an endorsement, and the 
young man obtained the signature of the insurance agent who 
sold him the policy. 

But it will be objected that very few penniless young men 
can convince a banker to pay their premiums on a $100,000 
policy. What are they to do? Theoretically at least they have 
as good a claim to a college education as those luckier students 
who either possess money or parents who provide it. The ques¬ 
tion arises, however, how much can a student rightfully expect 
of society in general and educators in particular when he makes 

a grab at an A.B. degree? 

± . . The majority of men working their way 
You arc not doing J 

r* . ~ • , through school seem to think that they 
a tavour to Society 

are conferring a favour upon society, and 
are extremely hoity-toity in their demands. They believe, for 

example, that scholarships should be awarded solely on the basis 
of pecuniary need. If all needy students were brilliant, there 
would be no problem. But poverty, no matter how honorable, 
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is not always an indication of brains. There can be no doubt 
that the level of scholarship in this country has been greatly 
lowered, chiefly to accommodate the gate-crasher who is work¬ 
ing his way through school. 

The solution to the whole problem lies in a simple question 
—a question asked by every intelligent business man to every 
honest purchaser—“How do you propose to pay for the com¬ 
modity you want to purchase?” If the college applicant has a 
definite financial program, or even the rudiments of one, he can 
properly be admitted. But if he has merely a hazy notion that 
“he’d like to work his way,” he should be bundled out into 
exterior darkness till he thinks up a more constructive budget 
plan. Economically and educationally, the only solution to the 
problem as to keep the deadheads out! 

Finally, to the young hopefuls who will soon be coming 
up to college, I say this. “Get some one to finance you for the 
first couple of years, anyway. Or if that’s not possible, go to 
work until you’re saved up a thousand dollars, then take your 

college life like a dignified human being, instead of a scramb¬ 
ling, sweating slave.” 

No one can admire scenery when he’s flat broke or dog- 

tired. And that just about sums up the argument against the 
ancient fallacy of working one’s way through college. 

(Mr. Robinson was formerly an Instructor at Columbia University, and 
is now a free lance writer.—Ed.) 
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A Good Field of O.A.C. 144 Oats 

Field Husbandry 
Editor, J. H. Boyce, ’32. 

Autumn Sown Crops 

The area of autumn sown crops in Ontario annually is not 

far short of a million acres. The principal crops coming under 

this head are winter wheat and winter rye, with hairy vetches, 

winter emmer, and winter barley grown to a limited extent. 

In spite of falling prices, winter wheat continues to be one 

of the major crops of the Province. This crop, which yields 

on the average several bushels per acre more than spring wheat, 

works very nicely into the farm rotations of a large part of the 

Province and is an excellent crop on which to seed, early in 

the spring, grasses, clovers, and other legumes. 

Experiments conducted for a period of several years at the 

Ontario Agricultural College and the experience of farmers 
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who have tested and grown the crop emphasize the value for 

the farmers of Ontario of the O.A.C. No. 104 and the Dawson’s 

Golden Chaff (O.A.C. No. 61) varieties of winter wheat. In yield 

and straw strength these two varieties have proven themselves 

to be superior to over three hundred other varieties tested at 

Guelph. 

Wet weather at harvest time has caused some sprouting in 

winter wheat, and farmers will be well advised to sow only un¬ 

sprouted seed. Careful tests indicate that the more winter 

wheat is sprouted, the less value it has for seed. 

The results of careful rotation experiments conducted at 

the Ontario Agricultural College show that best results were 

obtained when winter wheat followed clover sod, alfalfa, sweet 

clover, field peas, or summer fallow. Less favourable results 

were obtained when winter wheat was sown following a crop 

of buckwheat or timothy sod. 

The largest yields and best quality of crop resulted in the 

experiments at the college when winter wheat was sown at the 

rate of one and three-quarters to two bushels of seed per acre, 

and during the period August 25th to September 10th. 

The Rosen variety of winter rye -continues to be the out¬ 

standing variety grown at the experiment station at Guelph. 

In the average of the last thirteen years this variety outyielded 

the Common by an average of 7.4 bushels per acre per year. 

Winter barley, although increasing in winter hardiness as 

a result of many years of continuous selection at Guelph, is still 

more subject to winter killing than either winter wheat or winter 

rve. 

The exceptionally hot summers of the last few years have 

been unfavourable to the production of hairy vetch seed. In 

the average of the last twenty-six years this crop produced an 

annual yield of ten bushels of seed per acre. 

The Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union is pre¬ 

pared to distribute to the farmers of Ontario this autumn the 

best seed of selected varieties for the following co-operative 

tests:— 
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1. —Testing three leading varieties of Winter Wheat. . 3 plots 

2. —Testing one leading variety of Winter Rye and one 

of Winter Wheat .. . 2 plots 

3. —Testing Autumn Applications of five Fertilizers 

with Winter Wheat .. 6 plots 

4. —Testing Autumn and Spring Applications of Nitrate 

of Soda and Common Salt with Winter Wheat 5 plots 

5. —Testing Winter Emmer and Winter Barley. 2 plots 

G.—Testing Hairy Vetches and Winter Rye as Fodder 

Crops ..   2 plots 

7. —Testing Mixtures of Hairy Vetches and Winter Rye 

for Seed Production. 3 plots 

8. —Testing O.A.C. No. 104 Winter Wheat at three dates 

of seeding ..   3 plots 

9. —Testing Dawson’s Golden Chaff (O.A.C. No. 61) 

Winter Wheat at three dates of seeding. 3 plots 

10.—Testing Rosen Winter Rye at three dates of seed¬ 

ing . 3 plots 

The exact size of each plot is to be one rod wide by two 

rods long. The material for all the experiments will be for¬ 

warded by mail, except Nos. 3 and 4, which will be sent by ex¬ 

press. Each person wishing to conduct one of these experi¬ 

ments should apply as soon as possible, mentioning which test 

lie desires, and the material, with instructions for testing, and 

the blank form cn which to report, will be furnished free of 

cost until the supply of experimental material is exhausted. 

W. J. SQUIRRELL, 

Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont. 

Some persons recommend that, before housing the corn, a bramble 

frog should be hung up by one of the hind legs at the thresholdl of 'the 

granary. To me it appears that the most important precaution of all 

is to house the grain at the proper time; for if it is unripe when cut, and 

not sufficiently firm, or if it is got in a heated state, it follows of necessity 

that noxious insects will breed in it. 

—Phiny, Natural History, 23-79. 
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The New Greenhouses 

* 

Horticultural Notes 
Editor, M. Y. Alton, ’82. 

A Fertility Experiment 

With Apples 

Among the- papers given to the horti¬ 
cultural group at the C. S. T. A. Con¬ 
vention was one by Mr. D. A. Kimball 

and Prof. G. W. Rhunke, of the Department of Chemistry, en¬ 
titled “Some observations on a Fertility Experiment with Apples.” 
This project is being conducted on the test orchard at Simcoe, 
and though it is much too early to expect results of a conclusive 
nature, there has been one or two developments of interest. 

The main details of the project are: (1) A uniform popu¬ 
lation of Baldwin, Hubbardston, Scarlet Beauty and Duchess 
apple trees. The trees are thirty feet apart on the square, and 
were planted in 1911. 

(2) Each plot is duplicated and contains 62 acres and 18 
trees. The land received very little in the way of food until 
1928 and 1929, when a light coating of manure was applied. 
The tentative life of the project is ten years and provision has 
been made therefore. 
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(3) The objects of the investigation are, broadly, to as¬ 
certain the effects of nitrogen, phosphorus and potash, applied 
alone and in combination, on (a) soil fertility; (b) the non- 
leguminous cover crop used; (c) the trees. It is the aim of the 
fertilizer applications to maintain the tree growth with readily 
available nitrogen. The other elements will be supplied in 
sufficient quantity to cover a maintenance return for the tree 
by a good margin. There is nothing to prevent changes in the 
procedure being made as information from the work becomes 

available and makes such changes desirable or advisable. 

(4) Thermographs are operated in the orchard and will 
continue to be used. Rain and sunshine records are available 
from the Town of Sdmeoe. 

(5) The soil on which the experiment is located, is classi¬ 
fied as a plainfield sand and is typical of the greater portion of 
light gravel areas found in Norfolk County. 

^ . _ It may be of interest to record that the time 
Cuttma Dozvn , , , , , 

^ tor working the home orchard was cut down 
Production Costs ... . , , ,, , , 

this year from ten to three days, by using 
a tractor drawn stiff toothed cultivator, followed by discs, in¬ 
stead of a plough. A system of early ploughing and early seed¬ 
ing of the cover crop is being followed in the orchard. The 
cover crop thus gets an early start and no check. Oats at the 
rate of two bushels per acre have been used during the past 
three years, and these are cut just before they head out, the 
resultant second growth adding considerably to the amount of 
green matter per acre. 

The Rose Society 

of Ontario 

The Rose Society of Ontario held their 
annual meeting here on Saturday, July 4th, 
with an attendance estimated at nearly 

three hundred. It was unfortunate that they missed the College 
roses at their best, the hot weather of the previous month 
having brought them out very fast, but they were evidently very 
pleased with their reception, and encouraged to see the start 
which has already been made on the Provincial Rose Test 
Carden opposite the new Horticultural Building. 
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A Florist Retailer s 

Short Course 

A. B. Dorner, Professor of Floriculture in 
the University of Illinois, who is rated 
next to Professor White, of Cornell Uni¬ 

versity, as an authority on this particular subject, gave a series 
of lectures here to over sixty representatives of the florist 
retailers’ business during August. The lectures were extremely 
practical in nature, and every opportunity was given for those 
iu attendance to practice their own skill in decoration and to 
receive criticism and advice from Prof. Dorner. 

His lecture on the Florists’ Shop and Salesmanship was 
particularly good, and the precepts he laid down might well be 
practiced by men in any business. The necessity for courtesy, 
the avoidance of high-pressure salesmanship methods, the 
emphasis on quality rather than quantity, and the advice not 
to make promises you can’s keep, not to bluff, and not to judge 
a person by his clothes, may be considered as sound principles 
anywhere. 

The thirty-fourth Annual Conven¬ 
tion of the Canadian Florists’ and 
Gardeners’ Association was held 

The Canadian Florists' 

and Gardeners’ Association 

here from August 12th-14th. The total attendance was approxi¬ 
mately 200, and notable addresses were given by Prof. Dorner, 
Mr. W. W. Gammage, Prof. Rhunke, Dr. Stone, and other mem¬ 
bers of the College Staff. As this convention also will be ade¬ 
quately covered by the Horticultural Press we will leave the 
details to them. 

Prof. Tomlinson had the honour of being elected President 
of the Association for the coming year, and Mr. Sanders was 
the recipient of a handsome desk-set for his excellent work as 
Secretary. 
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Department of English 

“Let no youth have any anxiety about the upshot of his edu¬ 

cation, whatever the line of it may be. If he keep faithfully 

busy each hour of the working day, he may safely leave the final 

result to itself. He can with perfect certainty count on waking 

up some fine morning, to find himself one of the competent ones 

of his generation, in whatever pursuit he may have singled out. 

Silently, between all the details of his business, the power of 

judging in all that class of matter will have built itself up within 

him as a possession that will never pass away."—William James. 
> 

A TALK TO FRESHMEN 

As Freshmen you will find that the work in English at the 
O. A. C. differs in some respects from that of the High School. 
There you had certain definite texts to cover,—and you had a 
good deal of time for English. You were taken over these texts 
line by line in preparation for examinations and were drilled 
closely on certain parts of your work. 

Here at the 0. A. C. you have less time in class for English. 
There is little chance for the teacher to question you closely or 
to learn very much about your mental attainments, except 
through the examinations. The average High School boy does 
not ask whether it is worth while to study English. He has to 
study it,—and that is the end of it. But at the 0. A. C. you are 
expected to assume responsibility for your own education, and 
examinations should be a secondary consideration. 

One of the first questions which you will have to ask your¬ 
selves is, “Can I write clear and forcible English, which is free 
from serious errors in sentence structure and grammar?” If 
you cannot, you must learn how. Our tests at the O. A. C. have 
shown that any boy, no matter how serious nis defects in Eng¬ 
lish may be, can overcome them if he undertakes the task of self- 

improvement with patience and persistence. It may take you 
two years or more to learn to write good English, but you can 
learn to write clearly and forcibly if you try. We shall give you 
directions. The fault is yours if you do not improve. 

*The notes and news in this section for the September issue are 
written chiefly for the purpose of giving information to Freshmen. 
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Another equally important question is, “Can I become an 
effective speaker? What are my most serious defects as a speak¬ 
er? And how can I overcome them?” Few things are so import¬ 
ant for a graduate of the 0. A. C. as the ability to speak effective¬ 
ly in public. It will prove to be one of your greatest assets. 
If you do not value the opportunity to learn how to speak, no 
one else can help you very much. 

Then there is the question of your reading. Do you wish 
to be looked upon as a well-read, educated man? If so, you must 
read and read and read, and you must choose books of the right 
kind. The time to begin your reading is NOW. It is folly to put 

it off until later in the 
year. 

Besides reading 
good books the student 
who is alive will keep 
himself in touch with 
the leading articles in 
the daily newspapers 
and in the magazines in 
the College Reading- 
Room. You cannot 
take your proper share 
in discussing the events 
of the day either in con¬ 
versation ox. in debate 
unless you keep your¬ 
self well-informed as to 
what is going on in the 
outside world. 

When you leave College with your diploma or your degree 
you will be judged to a greater extent than you now imagine by 
your manner of speech. But few of your friends will risk of¬ 
fending you by drawing attention to your mistakes or defects. 
The general public will be all too ready to judge you by what 
you say and how you say it,—but they will not point out your 
errors and advise you how to improve. This College is the 
proper place to eliminate your defects of speech and manner. 
You should invite friendly criticism and should profit by it; and 
the members of the staff of the Department of English are always 
to be considered as privileged persons in pointing out your de¬ 
fects and advising you how to remedy them. 
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THE TASK 

“Give me the hard task, 

My will is ready; 

Doing the stern task, 

My will grows steady. 

Harden my sinews; 

Broaden my vision; 

Temper my soul, nor 

Reck the decision. 

Give me the great deed, 

Never the slaving. 

It is the hard task 

My will is craving.” 

PICTURESQUE GUELPH 

Guelph is the most picturesque city in Ontario, and it has 

a number of interesting features which students from other 

parts of the Province should not fail to see. 

The most striking of its buildings as seen from the College 

hill is the Church of Our Lady. The eminence on which it stands 

was set apart by John Galt at the time when the city was found¬ 

ed, as a mark of his appreciation of the services of his friend 

Bishop MacDonnell to the Canada Company, and MacDonnell 

Street leading up to the Church is named after the Bishop. The 

present Church was erected more than fifty years ago and was 

intended to be a miniature copy of the great cathedral at Cologne. 

The towers were completed in 1926. An interesting view of the 

Church framed in by the city streets may be obtained from Era- 

mosa Hill. 

Turn to your left when you come to the bridge on your way 

down town and follow the street (Water St.) that skirts the river. 

In the course of a few minutes’ walk you will come to a low 

stucco house which stands behind a high hedge. This is the 

house in which Colonel John McCrae, the author of “In Flanders’ 

Fields”, was born. Guelph is also the birthplace of Edward 

Johnson, the famous Metropolitan tenor, and his home stands 

on the Elora Road, close to Riverside Park, on the north side 

of the city. 
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The neighborhood of Allan’s Bridge to the east of the 

C. N. R. station is interesting in two respects. It was near here 

that the first tree was felled by John Galt on St. George’s Day 

1827; and within a few hundred yards of this spot, facing the 

river, stood the first log house, the home of John Galt during 

his stay in Guelph. See the inscription on the stone abutment 

of the railway bridge. John Galt gave the river Speed its name 

at the time when the city was founded. The stone house beside 

the bridge just across the river was the home of Laura Lemon 

who wrote the famous song entitled, “My Ain Folk.” 

The Cutten Between the College and the river lie the 

Recreation Fields Cutten Recreation Fields, the gift of Mr. 

A. W. Cutten of Chicago. This property 

consists of about 198 acres, worth approximately a quarter of 

a million dollars. A beautiful club house overlooks the grounds. 

The golf club was formally opened on June 10th with Dr. Christie 

as the chairman and chief speaker. The hollow that lies between 

Watson Hall and the Club House forms a natural stadium, and 

Dr. Christie made reference to the plans for developing this 

ground into playing fields for the College. “The day is not far 

distant,” said Dr. Christie, “when the area to the southwest of 

the Club House, now rough and stony ground, will be a stadium, 

a track, baseball diamond, tennis courts, cricket crease; and 

provision will be made for every game which can be played out¬ 

doors. For the winter months there will be a skating rink to¬ 

boggan slides, and the long hills for skiing.” 

AT THE COLLEGE 

The Light of In passing the Memorial Hall you will 

Remembrance observe that a light is kept burning night. 

and day behind the stained glass window 

of the Memorial Room. This light has been kept burning since 

(he Memorial Hall was built, nearly eight years ago, as one means 

of giving expression to our grateful remembrance of those men 

among the students and staff who gave their lives in the Great 

War. 
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The Pictures in Of the pictures that hang on the walls 

the Dining Hall of the Dining Hall two are the property 

of the College. One of these is “The 

Drive” by Tom Thomson, the other is “The Old Willow” by A. 

Suzor-Cote. Study these two pictures and learn something of 

the artists. The other pictures are a loan collection from the 

National Gallery at Ottawa. You should by the end of the year 

know something of all these pictures and of the artists. 

Our Bronzes The College possesses two bronzes,— 

“The Land Cleaner,” by A. Suzor-Cote, 

presented by members of Year ’30, and “The Shepherd” by Miss 

Florence Wyle, which is known as “The Wade Toole Memorial 

Trophy.” 

Canadiana In the O. A. C. Library we have made the 

beginnings of a Canadiana; that is to 

say, a collection of Canadian books, pictures, prints, etc. We 

have not as yet a room in which to house and exhibit this mater¬ 

ial, but in time we hope to have a Canadiana room in which 

students who are making a special study of Canadian History 

and Literature may find the material which they require and 

may have pleasant surroundings in which to work. 

The Packet Loan The Department of English directs the 

Library Packet Loan Library service at the Col¬ 

lege. This “library” consists chiefly of 

clippings, bulletins, and stencilled material, which is sent out to 

people in rural communities who need help with debates, plays, 

and speeches. We answer from three to four thousand inquir¬ 

ies every year. 

The College On the corner-stone of the New Admin- 

Mottoes istration Building you will observe the 

College motto: 

“iMeUart Btmpn In agrimltura quammua” 

(We are ever seeking better things in agriculture). This, you 

will agree, is an exceedingly appropriate motto. It was suggest¬ 

ed by Professor L. Caesar, who in addition to being Provincial 

Entomologist is a distinguished graduate of the University in 

Honour Classics. 

On the stained glass window facing the Library stairway 

is the College Crest, with its motto: 
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"rfalla dtps Bim linca” 

This motto was chosen by the late President Mills. The motto 

relates to the work of a sculptor who every day must add some 

new line to the masterpiece which he is carving. 

‘'Work thou for pleasure— 

Paint or sing or carve 

The thing thou lovest 

Though the body starve. 

Who works for glory 

Misses oft the goal; 

Who zvorks for money 

Coins his very soul. 

Work for the work’s sake 

Then, and it might be 

That these things shall 

Be added unto thee.” 

ENTERTAINMENT, GOOD AND BAD 

The Movies There is always a temptation for a stud- 

and Radio ent to spend too much' money on the 

“talkies”, and Freshmen are advised to 

make certain that a film is worth seeing before spending money 

on it. It is easy for a boy and girl to “blow in” in one evening 

what it takes half a dozen bushels of his father’s wheat to pay 

for. 

There is a radio in the students’ Common Room; but this 

is not always an unmixed blessing. For a half hour’s worth of 

good music a student sometimes wastes several hours listening 

to songs with mawkish sentiment and to trashy vaudeville. It 

is worth while for Freshmen to remember that, at any college, 

TIME is his most valuable possession and that it should not be 

wasted. 

The Presto Club All Freshmen are urged to become mem¬ 

bers of the Presto Club in the city of 

Guelph. This Club provides, each season, at least four or five 

excellent musical programmes and it brings to the city several 
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high class artists. This Fall the Barrere Little Symphony Or¬ 

chestra will give one of the concerts. This orchestra furnishes 

a delightful programme. The student’s membership fee is only 

$1.00, which is less than the usual admission to a single concert 

by any one of these musicians. In these days, training in music 

appreciation is part of a young man’s education. 

College Societies When a Freshman first registers at the 

College, in addition to his tuition fees 

he is required to pay certain amounts for membership in College 

societies. In two of these societies, the Philharmonic and the 

Union Literary Society, the English Department is especially 

interested. The Philharmonic Society is, in the literal sense of 

the name, a society which fosters the “love of music;” and it 

includes the Choral Society, the Orchestra, and The Rooters’ 

Club. Freshmen who know how to play any musical instrument, 

and especially those who have played in a High School orchestra 

or band, should become members of the College Orchestra, and 

those who can sing should become members of the newly organ¬ 

ized Choral Society. The Philharmonic Society also has charge 

of the dramatics at the College, and students who feel that they 

have dramatic talent will have an opportunity of showing it. 

The “Union Lit” has charge, among other things, of the 

inter-Year debates and the Public Speaking Contest; and we 

hope this year to re-enter the Inter-University Debating Union. 

Freshmen should turn out to meetings of the Literary Society 

and should take part in the open discussions that follow the 

debates. Your presence will in itself help to make these meet¬ 

ings a success. 

COMMANDMENTS FOR FRESHMEN, AND OTHERS 

(From The Review, October, 1927.) 

1. Learn to use a dictionary, and consult it freely. It is the 

most interesting book in the language. 

2. Read two books every month or six weeks,—one book 

of fiction and one of biography or history. You will find a list of 

standard novels and general fiction in the bulletin on “Better 

English”. 

3. Watch your pronouns. Do not say “Between you and 

3”, or “It wasn’t him”, or “Them are my skates”. You may be 

sure that someone will notice these blunders. 
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4. Keep a list of words that you mis-spell or mis-pronounce, 

and consult the list frequently. You can become a good speller 

if you will master your mistakes one by one. 

5. See everything you can, and do all (the work you can, at 

the O.A.C.; but do not say, “I seen it”, or “I done it”, or I ain’t 

going to do it”. 

6. Keep clear of the girl who has only two adjectives in 

her vocabulary,—“W—o—o—o—n—derful” and “t—e—e—e— 

rible”. 

7. When you are tired lie down for a rest. If you intend 

to lay you must wear feathers. 

8. Do not say, “He don’t care”, or “It don’t matter”. “It 

don’t” is short for “It do not”, and is not good English. 

9. Learn to use the word “good” correctly in your first yean 

Do not tell your room-mate that you “don’t sleep good” or that 

your pen “doesn’t write good,” or that the engine in your car 

“doesn’t run good”. 

10. Do not speak of yourselves as “stoodents” at this “in- 

stitootion.” These two words are frequently mispronounced. 

G> 9 
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Mrs. Katharine Fuller 

Superintendent of Macdonald Hall 
1Q04-1Q31 

Three tributes to 27 years of devoted service 

By Miss Olive Cruikshank, Director of Macdonald Institute. 

MACDONALD Hall has just completed its twenty- 
seventh year (1904-1931). During all of this 

time Mrs. Fuller, as Superintendent, has held not only the keys 
to the Hall, but she has held, also, the keys to the treasures of 
happiness for so many yirls who had had the opportunity of 
knowing her. There will be sadness in every Senior’s heart this 
fall, but can you not hear each one say over and over again, 
“My, how glad I am that I was here last year with Mrs. Fuller?” 

Mrs. Fuller’s personality, her kindly interest, her unfaiil- 
ing tact in dealing with everyone has won for her the admira¬ 
tion of all the “Mac Girls,” and of the Faculty. She was never 
too busy to be interested in all the student affairs. She enjoyed 
a good time with the “girls” whom she dearly loved. It was 
always with enthusiasm that she entered into the picnic parties, 
the excursions, the supper parties, and the dances; she seemed 
to have conserved an unlimited supply of energy which made 
all things possible. 

Mrs. Fuller’s services at the College has not only been a 
happy experience for her, but it has been a period of valued ser¬ 
vice to “the Mac.” No small part of the fame and the influence 
of Macdonald Institute is due to Mrs. Fuller. We shall miss her 
greatly, but we shall look forward to many happy visits with her 
in the years to come. 

^ ^ ^ ^ 

By Prof. D. H. .Jones, of the O.A..C. .Faculty. 

EVER since Macdonald Hall was opened twenty- 
seven years ago, Mrs. Fuller has been its be¬ 

loved Superintendent. She was chosen for this position by the 
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late Mrs. Hoodless, whose vision and initiative was largely re¬ 

sponsible for the founding of Macdonald Institute. That Mrs. 

Hoodless made a wise selection for superintendent has been at¬ 

tested by the long, faithful and effective service of Mrs. Fuller. 

During her period of office Mrs. Fuller became intimately 

associated with several thousands of girls for whom she pro¬ 

vided rooms in the Hall, and somewhat less intimately associat¬ 

ed with a large number of the college men. I have never known 

Mrs. Fuller referred to by these 

students except in terms of 

love on the part of the girls 

and esteem on the part of the 

men. 

As an accomplished pian¬ 

ist Mrs. Fuller has always been 

in great demand to preside at 

tne piano at social functions, 

concerts, sacred services and 

ceremonial occasions at the 

college. In this connection 

Mrs. Fuller never failed. 

Whether it was a tripping 

measure for the light fantastic 

toe, a Chopin, Beethoven or 

Mozartian melody, the accom¬ 

paniment for an anthem by the 

choir or for congregational 

hymn singing, or the more 

stately measures for convoca¬ 

tion processions, Mrs. Fuller 

always rose to the occasion 

with a superb mastery of pianoforte technique. Her services 

in this connection will ever be remembered with pleasure by 

those who were privileged to be familiar with them. 

In these and many other ways, Mrs. Fuller, by reason of 

her innate graciousness, charm, tact, and sweet reasonableness 

has endeared herself to the thousands who have attended the 

Institute and College during her regime as Superintendent of 

Macdonald Hall.. 
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By a Recent Mac. Graduate.. 

IT is almost impossible to imagine Macdonald 

Hall without Mrs. Fuller. The thoughtful 

kindness, with which she greeted us, on the eventful morning 

of our arrival at Mac, matured into an ever-deepening regard 

for our well-being, and as our two years, one year or merely 

three months passed, our love and respect for her has been un¬ 

surpassed. 

To those of us who are fortunate in still having our mother 

with us, Mrs. Fuller has been what we like to call our “house¬ 

mother”—to those of us who have lost our mothers, she has 

been even nearer, in that she has seemed, in her sympathetic and 

unobstrusive manner to somehow make us feel that we are 

included in her personal interests. 

Fortune has surely dealt kindly with this year’s graduat¬ 

ing class—’31, in that she has given us the enviable privilege 

of having Mrs. Fuller’s guiding influence throughout our two 

years spent at Macdonald Hall. Year ’32 has shared this privi¬ 

lege also, but only for one year, which has been all too brief. 

However, assomeone has said, “Two years are not necessary 

for the appreciation of the inestimable love and kindness which 

Mrs. Fuller so lavishly bestows upon us.” 

Across the campus, the men of the O.A.C. are equally 

bereaved at the loss of a charming hostess, as we are at the 

loss of our beloved house-mother. 

And so with Mrs. Fuller go our deepest affections and our 

assurance that she will always be surrounded with the same 

unselfish love, she has so freely given to all around her. 
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COLLEGE LIFE 
D. F. Hassard, Editor. 

THE SUMMER IN REVIEW 

Girls Graduation Day 

An account of the Girls Graduation Day has so seldom ap¬ 

peared in the Review owing to the cancellation of the July and 

August issues, that, rather than let by far the prettiest event of 

the whole college year go by without mention, it was decided to 

publish the four photographs of the event, belated though 

they are. 

Ninety-nine girls were graduated on June 17th, the Con¬ 

vocation address being delivered by the Rev. D. Bruce Macdon¬ 

ald, M.A., LL.D., headmaster of St. Andrew’s College, Aurora. 

A most successful garden party was held on the campus 

following the event, at which the Minister and the Deputy Min¬ 

ister of Agriculture were present. 

A feature of the proceedings was the unveiling of a portrait 

of Miss Olive R. Cruikshank, a gift of the ’31 Graduating Class. 

WWW 

THE C.S.T.A. CONVENTION 

A good many words have already been written about this, 

the most important event of the summer at the College. The 

press of the Province, and indeed of the Dominion, have spoken 

very favourably of it, and the official organ of the Society. 

“Scientific Agriculture,” sums up the general feeling of those 

present in the following words:-— 

“The Eleventh Annual Convention of the C. S. T. A. 
has come and gone. Those of us who have tbeen privileged 
to attend most of the Conventions, and especially the last 
four or five, have felt each year that the last was better than 
any which had preceded it, hence the Convention at the 
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, was looked forward 
to with pleasant anticipation, and we believe that no one 
who attended it w'as disappointed. . If it were merely 
numbers which made an annual convention, then the Eleventh 
would lead on that score alone, for the registration was about 
five hundred, being the largest in the history of the 
C. S. T. A. But although numbers give some indication of 
the success of a convention, it is the satisfaction of those 
who attend which counts most of all, and we can safely say 
that at no time in the historv of the C. S. T. A. was there 
more general satisfaction than at this Convention.” 
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Everyone will wish to express their sympathy to Mr. 

Howard L. Trueman, who met with a motor accident on his way 

to the Convention, which kept him on his back for several weeks. 

It would be needless reiteration to say more. The papers 

and reports presented at the Convention wall appear in “Scientific 

Agriculture,” and other publications, and the least we can do 

is to express our thanks to Dr. J. B. Orr, of the Rowett Research 

Institute, Aberdeen, Scotland; Dr. O. C. Stine, of the Bureau of 

Agricultural Economics, Washington, D.C.; Dr. D. F. Jones; 

Dr. G. W. Hoffer, and Dr. James A. Dickson, whose address on 

“Agricultural Development in Soviet Russia and its relation to 

the Wheat Problem,” was one of the most outstanding of the 

Convention, for coming from their respective countries to assist 

our own Departments of Agriculture in making the Convention 

a success. 

ALUMNI DAY 

A full account of Alumni Day appears in the Alumni News. 

It is to be hoped that this event will become increasingly popular 

and that Re-unions will be more numerous than ever in future 

years. 

The text of the tablet which the Class of 1911 placed on 

the pillar of the dining hall entrance reads as follows: — 

In Memory of 

George C. Creelman 

B.S.A., M.S., LL.D., 

President of this College 1904-1920 

This tablet was presented 

By Class 1911 on the 
' * 

Occasion of its 20th Anniversary. 

Among notable graduates present at the gathering were.— 

Dr. C. A. Zavitz, Class 1888. 

Mr. T. J. Raynor, Class 1889. 

Prof. Geo. Harcourt, Class 1889. 
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Hon. Nelson Monteith, Class 1890. 
Prof. H. H. Dean, Class 1890. 

Prof. H. L. Hutt, Class 1891. 
Dr. Robt. Harcourt, Class 1893. 
Prof. Geo. Day, Class 1893. 
Prof. W. R. Graham, Class 1894. 

Prof. Chester Jarvis, formerly of U.S.D.A., Class 1899. 
Mr. Tennyson D. Jarvis, Class 1900. 
Dr. G. I. Christie, Class 1902. 
Dr. W. J. Black, Class 1902. 

SUMMER SCHOOL 

The registration for the summer school sessions reached 
a total of 404. This substantial increase over last year, when 
315 registered, is accounted for by the fact that competition 
for public school teaching positions is becoming stronger every 
year, and applicants for such positions realize that they must 
have as full qualifications as possible. It is also significant of 
the increasing importance of a rural viewpoint in educational 
matters. 

Contact with the college staff was well established, and 
competition in various forms of athletics was particularly keen. 
Several dances were held in Macdonald Hall during the five 
weeks stay here. 

FACULTY NEWS 

While not wishing to be too jocular about such a subject 
as sickness, we should imagine that the hospitals of the Pro¬ 
vince have fared none too badly in their connection with the 
College this summer. 

4*. 
w w w w 

Mr. Baldwin, the athletic director, had a serious operation 

for duodenal ulcer early on in the summer, and at the time of 
writing is only sufficiently recovered to move about on crutches. 

jf. jk. j;. 4*. 
w w w 

Mr. Goring, of the Department of Field Husbandry, under¬ 
went an operation for appendicitis in July, and has taken some' 

time to recover. 
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Dr. Christie was taken ill on his way back from a visit to 
the Donalda Farms, and had to be rushed to the General Hos¬ 
pital in Toronto, but in spite of orders from his doctor to take 
a rest, he insisted on accompanying the Hon. T. L. Kennedy, 
the Minister of Agriculture, and other officials, on a tour of 
Northern Ontario a few days later. 

x x x 
*7V* *7v* V5* W 

Professor Buchanan and Mr. Thomas, of the Department of 
Chemistry, went on a 1700 mile motor trip through the States 
of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecticut, and 
Massachusetts. The trip included visits to several Agricultural 
Experimental Stations, four Agricultural Colleges, and four of 
the Great Eastern Universities, Cornell, Princeton, Columbia 
and Yale. In addition to this, two hours were spent going 
through the great International Correspondence School at 
Scranton, Penn. They also spent a few hours at the Walker 
Dairy Farm near Princeton, N. J., where fifteen hundred cows 
are milked three times daily by a special milking equipment, 
which Messrs. Thomas and Buchanan say is one of the seven 
wonders of the world. 

X X X X 
W *A' W W 

Mr. A. L. Gibson has acquired an excellent photograph taken 
in 1930 by the late Dr. S. M. Babcock, of the University of 
Wisconsin, in the act of conducting one of his famous tests. 
The photograph was enlarged and will be hung in the dairy 
building. 

•Sg. Jfe iJfe 
w w w -if 

Mr. H. W. Lohse, recently of Macdonald College Research 
staff, has joined the staff of the Department of Chemistry. Mr. 
Lohse is a native of Denmark, and a graduate of the Royal 
Agricultural College at Copenhagen. He also did post graduate 
work in Germany and at Macdonald College. His special line 

of study here is with reference to the solubility and fixation of 
phosphorus in the soil. 

X X 
*Jv* “A* */V* TV* 

Mr. E. J. Dyce returned from Cornell University, Ithaca, in 
June, and is to be congratulated for having received the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy. The subject on which he wrote his 
thesis was: “Fermentation and Crystallization of Honey.” 
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CONSTRUCTION WORK AT THE COLLEGE 

We have not space in this issue, adequately to describe the 
immense amount of construction work at present being carried 
on at the College, and we understand that still more is contem¬ 
plated. Readers may expect brief accounts in subsequent issues. 

The New Administration Building is almost completed except 
for one wing (the foundations of which are laid) and both offices 
and students sleeping quarters will be occupied this fall. The 
official opening will not take place till next year. 

The local unemployed, totalling about eight hundred, are 
being given work on the construction of a tunnel system which 
will carry all the utilities including heat, light, water and elec- 
tricty, and which will connect up the majority of the buildings 
on the Campus. 

The New Girl’s Residence has been completed and will be 
officially named Watson Hall in honour of Miss Mary Urie Wat¬ 
son, Director of Macdonald Institute 1903-1920. The Old Bursar’s 
house which formerly bore this name will be used as a Men’s 
Residence. 

The original bearers of the names Grub Alley, Upper and 
Lower Hunts, are gone for ever. The wrecking of this, the 
remaining wing of Johnston Hall, was completed during the 
summer, and the foundations of the new building, which will 
be erected at an approximate cost of $150,000 is going ahead 
rapidly. In addition to the wrecking of the old wing, the old 
boiler house and power plant, the cold storage plant and other 
out buildings with the exception of the laundry have been wreck¬ 
ed and removed. 

The road behind the residence has been lowered by five feet 
and will become one of the main thoroughfares of the campus. 

A new laundry is being planned in connection with Macdon¬ 

ald Institute. The old engine house will be used as part of the 
plant. An addition 80 ft. x 50 ft. will be made and the old fuel 
house at the back of the Institute will be removed. 
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ATHLETICS 
Paul Pitt is, ’33, Editor 

1931 INTERMEDIATE INTERCOLLEGIATE RUGBY 
SCHEDULE 

September 19th (Saturday).. 
..Practice Game, O.A.C. vs. St. Thomas, at St. Thomas 
October 10th (Saturday)..... Ale Master U. at O.A.C. 
October 14th (Wednesday).Western U. at McMaster U. 
October 17th (Saturday).Western U. at O.A.C. 
October 24th (Saturday).McMaster U. at Western U. 
October 28th (Wednesday).O.A.C. at McMaster U, 
October 31st (Saturday).O.A.C. at Western U. 
September 26th.Old Boys at O.A.C. 

^2, 
W W W W 

Everybody cannot make the rugby team, but everybody has 
a chance of doing so, and if they don’t get on at rugby they can 
always turn to soccer. The team won their group last year 
against McMaster and Western but there are several vacancies 
and a chance that the second team may get a few exhibition 
games. 

•Mr Jfc 
w w •Jr w 

The Harriers in particular need support. They will be run¬ 
ning in Senior Intercollegiate company for the first time this 
year and they want all the good men they can get. The courses 
both here and in Toronto are a little over 5% miles long and 
by no means difficult, so that anyone with stamina and a little 
will power can cover the ground in respectable time. Training 
is essential however and Freshmen in particular are advised 
to get in touch with a senior man in training for Harriers as 
soon as possible so that he can learn the course. 

je. 
W W 7i* *A* 

Don’t forget that Field Day is only a few weeks away and 
that everyone is expected to take part in at least one event. In 
particular, don’t adopt the too common attitude, that because a 
senior is running in an event, nobody else has a chance of plac¬ 
ing. Anybody is capable of winning a race even if he has never 
run before. 
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Boxing and wrestling will start as soon as possible and the 

teams will have to work hard to live up to the standards of 

former years, with George Rumpel no longer there to coach 

them. 

X 4{. 
WWW*?5* 

The swimming tank and the gymnasium both give ample 

opportunity for exercise for those who don’t take part in any 

other sport. 

-V- -Vf 
W ■Jv* w w 

We need say little about Rugby. Interest will centre around 

the activities of these teams and Mr. Baldwin, the Athletic Dir¬ 

ector, in spite of his illness this summer, vows he will have the 

men in real shape by the time the whistle is blown for the first 

game of the season. As things stand at present it looks as if 

rugby players will have one section of the new Administration 

Building to themselves, where they can talk tactics to their 

hearts content. We shall expect great things of them. 

*75* *75* *75* 

In conclusion take these sentences to heart. 

1. The more games there are and the more players there 

are, the better it will be for everybody: 

2. Play something even if its only marbles. You can’t work 

with your brain all the time and keep healthy. 

3. Support the other teams as well as your own. Every¬ 

body should be playing for the College and not for themselves 

or even their own particular team. 

4. If you aren’t playing you ought to be ‘rooting.’ 

5. Winning the game isn’t as important as playing the 

game. 

6. Play clean. Dirty tactics don’t get anybody anywhere.. 

7. Don’t argue with the referee even if he is crooked. 

X Jt. 
*75* *75* *75* *A* 

THE HAYMAKERS 

No reference to summer activities would be complete with¬ 

out a record of the performances of the now renowned “Hay¬ 

maker” baseball team. This was organized last year under the 

guiding hand of Bill Wilson and performed great feats at home 

and in neighboring communities with the help of Goodwillie 
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and others. A team under the same name has been in action 

this year with the following results. 

“The Haymakers Softball team had a very successful and 

enjoyable summer playing ball and seeing the country. They 

travelled to Streetsville twice, to Grand Valley, Aberfoyle and 

Arkell, and entertained these teams on the College campus. Be¬ 

sides they played Moffat, the Guelph Ironmongers, the pick of 

the fourth year teams, the Summer ^School and the College 

Heights Team. The Haymakers only won one away game and 

this is attributed to the fact that the spectators were mostly 

females, and such pretty ones—well it is hard to keep your eye 

on the ball when lovely blondes and brunettes are making eyes 

at you. Enough said. McCaugherty played great ball with us 

while he was with the Haymakers, but he had to go to Ottawa 

early in the season. The Haymakers are much indebted to ‘Gus’ 

Edwards, J. B. Smith, Mr. Northmore, ‘Barber Bill’, and others 

who very kindly drove them to their ball games. From the 

Batting Averages below you can judge tne players, but don’t 

forget they don’t show everything. 

Name AB H R E BA 

McNeil, 1 b. . 45 23 24 2 Lmd .511 

Jerome, 3 b. . 62 30 24 7 .484 

Simmons, s. s. . . . . 64 22 22 9 .343 

Funston, 2 b. . 70 Z3 27 9 u .328 

Boyce, If. . 45 12 11 4 .266 

Pettit, c. f. . 73 19 24 3 .260 

Glover, r. f. . 32 8 8 8 .250 

Shearer, r. f. . . . . 65 16 16 16 .246 

Wilkes, p. . 34 8 19 2 .236 

Martin, 1. f. . 40 8 11 o o .200 

Masson c. . 30 6 6 2 .200 

Home Runs: McNeil, 6; Funston, 3; Jerome, 3; Pettit, 1; 

Wilkes, 1; Simmons, 1; Shearer, 1; Martin, 1. 

Games played, 18. Games won, 10. Games lost, 8. 
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macdonald 
Editor, Mabel A. Newberry, ’32. 

MAC HALL IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Miss Grace Sedgewick, who graduated from Macdonald 
institute in 1928 is now engaged in Extension work near 
Pretoria. The following is an extract from one of her letters 
to Mrs. Fuller this summer, written from Machadoderp, Eastern 
Transvaal: — 

“At the moment I am staying in a quaint little town—very 
far from Pretoria—as I am on a tour with one of the Extension 
officers. This is such an interesting life and I am very happy 
travelling about, seeing more and more of this wonderful land, 
and meeting such interesting people. Occasionally I get lent 
to the Department of Health, and have just completed a period 
of a month acting as dietitian at Roberts Heights Military Has- 
p:tal, about six miles out of Pretoria, and the headquarters of 
the Union Defence of South Africa. 
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I had a very busy time there and re-organized the diet 
system along St. Luke’s lines with the gratifying results that 
there was a considerable saving in the food bills, as heretofore 
there had been dreadful waste and shocking cooking. I had a 
very gay time there too, as military (people always contrive to 
live rather well, and the matron, who is a great sport, was 
awfully good to me. We always seemed to be dashing to parties 
at night, or she would be entertaining lots of nice officers and 
others in her sitting room. 

When I had to return to my own Department, Peggy Van 
der Westhuizen (an old “Maeite” from S. Africa) carried on my 
work. She is now Mrs. Sampson, and is still the same as ever, 
and even prettier, I think. We spoke so much of you and days 
at Mac. Hall, and she says she would give a lot to see you and 
Canada again, and so would I. 

Evelyn Ferguson and I have taken a flat together in Pre¬ 
toria, and it is so pretty. My eldest brother has given me some 
beautiful Persian rugs for it, a very comfortable couch, all 
easy chair, and some lovely furniture made of our native teak- 
wood or “Kejaahort,” as it is called. It is most beautiful with 
a lovely grain like mahogany; and Evelyn and I are very thrilled. 
She has such good taste, and has arranged everything so com¬ 
fortably. Then she has many pretty things of her own, and we 
are really very happy together. 

I had my first “flip” the other day, and flew back from 
Johannesburg to Pretoria, having achieved a “beau” who is a 
pilot. It was too wonderful, and I enjoyed the experience im¬ 
mensely. Funnily enough, I spent the morning before having 
tea with Mrs. Tudhope, the mother of the airman who is dis¬ 
tinguishing himself so much in Canada these days. 

Well, dearest Mrs. Fuller, do write when you have a little 

time to spare, and tell me all the news of Guelph and the little 
newcomer. Much love to all at College and to yourself. 

Always yours affectionately, 

GRACE SEDGEWICK. 



Alumni Day 
The Toronto Globe carried the following concise account of 

one of the best attended gatherings in the history of the College 
on the occasion of Alumni Day, June 27th: — 

Assembling at the Ontario Agricultural College on 
Saturday, 600 graduates of the College and Macdonald In¬ 
stitute held a joint reunion. The occasion was marked by a 
farewell to Mrs. Margaret T. Fuller, for 28 years matron of 
(Macdonald Institute, who was made the recipient of a cheque 
by the Faculty of the two Colleges; a presentation of a silver 
tray and silver bowl, filled with rose's, to Dr. G. I. Christie, 
and Mrs. Christie, on the occasion of their twenty-fifth 
wedding anniversary, and the presentation of a bouquet of 
flowers and a wedding cake to J. B. Fairbairn, Deputy Minister 
of Agriculture, and Mrs. Fairbairn, who were honored on 
their twenty-third wedding anniversary. 

In connection with the official naming of Creelman Hall, 
in memory of the late Dr. George C. Creelman, President of 
the Ontario Agricultural College from 1904 'to 1920, an 
interesting ceremony was carried out, in the course of 
which a bronze tablet, donated by the }^ear ’21, was unveiled 
at the entrance to the building. Two gifts to the Alumni 
Room of the new million-dollar Ontario Agricultural Col¬ 
lege Administration Building, were also presented, a beautiful 
picture from the year ’26, and a bronze tablet, the work of 
A. Suzor Cote, R.C.A., from the year ’30. 

After a dinner a memorial service was held in Memorial 
Hall for 1(8 members of the two organizations who died in 
the last year, the address /being delivered -by Dr J. B. Rey¬ 
nolds, of Port Hope, former President of the College. 

Decision of the Institute graduates to establish a 
scholarship fund for Mrs. Fuller’s use during her lifetime, 
and which will later revert to the Institute, wos the chief item 
of business dealt with at a separate meeting of the Alumni, 
at which the following Officers were elected; Honorary 
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Presidents, Miss M. U. Watson and Miss Olive Cruikshank; 
President, Miss Laura Cody, Hamilton; Vice-President, Mrs. 
Richard Sands, Guelph; Interim Secretary, Miss Mary Parker. 
Guelph; Treasurer, Mrs. Whiteside, Guelph. 

Members of the various Classes obligingly sent in the follow¬ 
ing brief records of their respective Re-unions. We must lay 
the blame on the Secretaries of the Years concerned if the list 

is not complete. 

Reunions 

CLASS ’99 

Through the generous hospitality of Professor and Mrs. 
John Buchanan, the available members of the ’99 Class and 
their wives, enjoyed a most delightful evening in re-union and 
reminiscence. 

Fred R. Marshall came all the way from Salt Lake City 
to attend in person, and messages from W. N. Hutt, of North 
Carolina; A. N. High, of Killarney; Jimmie Hollis, of Bermuda, 
and A. J. Wagg, of Manitoulin, added greatly to the interest of 
the occasion. 

After 32 years death has, claimed only one member of this 
class, Dr. Melbourne Raynor, who met a tragic death one year 
ago in Victoria, B.C. The others, without exception, are making 
themselves felt in important spheres of agricultural advance¬ 
ment. 

CLASS 1900 

The Class of 1900 has shown its appreciation of Hie train¬ 
ing received at the O.A.C. in a very practical way. Two of the 
graduates, the Hon. E. C. Drury, Barrie, ex-Premier, and F. W. 
Goble, Woodstock, had the pleasure of attending the graduating 
exercises in May, when their sons received their degrees. 
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Another member of the class, Mr. George A. Putnam, enter¬ 
ed the service of the O.A.C. in 1890, when ithe Hon. Chas. Drury, 
father of E. C., was Commissioner of Agriculture. 

CLASS ’03 

The members of the naughty three (1903) Class wish to 
express their pleasure in their return to the Alma Mater, and 
to note the changes and development that has taken place since 
the days when they roamed the College Campus. 

Of this renowned Class only three, namely, L. H. Newman, 
Dominion Cerealist; F. M. Brodrick, Manitoba Agricultural Col¬ 
lege, and A. W. Mason, Department of Field Husbandry, O.A.C., 
were able to put in an appearance at this meeting. Regrets 
were received from at least one other, Dr. L. H. Klinck, President 
of Vancouver University, at his inability to be present at this 
gathering. 

The same spirit of good fellowship that existed in earlier 
days was in evidence, at this gathering. 

May the good work of the old O.A.C. continue, is the wish 
of “Naughty Three.” 

CLASS ’05 

The ’05 Class re-union was held in the Wellington Hotel 
recently, and took the form of a dinner, followed by an informal 
discussion of the adventures of the Class before and since gradu¬ 
ation. This Class was the largest in the history of the College 
up to its time. It had two years under Dr. Mills, as President, 
of the College, and two under Dr. Creelman. ’05 saw the be¬ 
ginning and completion of Mac Hall and gave their deepest 

sympathy to the project. 

On graduation ’05 as a memorial of their appreciation of 

the benefits that they had received from their Alma Mater es¬ 
tablished the ’05 Scholarship, which is presented to the best 

all-round man in the junior year of each class. 
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The class is now widely scattered over the continent. About 
twenty were in attendance at the re-union. 

The members of the ’05 class from out of town were greatly 
impressed with the marks of progress which were evident on 
every hand, and wish to compliment Dr. Christie on the beauti¬ 
ful and capacious residence which now adorns the campus. May 
the progress of O.A.C. continue and gain in momentum. The 
’05 Class re-union was presided over by its President, R. W. 
Wade. 

CLASS ’10 

Twenty-one years ago the graduates of 1910 planted the oak 
tree which stands in front of the Chemistry Building. On the 
following day this tree, due to the fruitful minds of some Mac 
Hall girls, bore a crop of lemons. The Class is represented here 
this week by Dean Shaw, of Saskatoon; W. R. Reek, Superin¬ 
tendent Experimental Farm, Ridgetown; Sam Todd, Industrial 
and Development Council, Canadian Meat Packers; G. LeLach- 
eur, Dominion Seed Branch; R. C. Packard, Department of Bac¬ 
teriology, Mass. State College, and J. Laughland, Crop Exten¬ 
sion Specialisty, O.A.C. 

CLASS ’ll 

All sober and sorry for it, approximately 50 members of the 
most famous pre-war year in College history (1911) met for 
their anniversary re-union recently dn the Royal Hotel, and re¬ 
called for hours and hours, the momentous events of 20 years 
ago. 

Dean Howes reconstructed college life of the medieval 
period with lantern slide pictures reproduced from snaps taken 
during the time that 1911 infested the O.A.C. Men since grown 
bald and bent; other august, portly and dignified; some wrink¬ 
led, emaciated—mere shadows of their former selves—all young 

again in spirit, swelled with pride as they saw themselves re¬ 
incarnated amid the environment of those happy, carefree days. 
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They came a long way, some of them, to be with the boys on that 
occasion. Art. Baker (Doc) came from Washington, with Mr. 
Hoover’s approval; Dean Howes was glad to get out of Alberta 
for a while; W. V. Longley bade good-bye to the smell of fish 
and fog in Nova Scotia, and Billy Packard left the people of 
Massachusettes sound asleep down on the New England coast, 
where the wives of the pilgrim fathers fell on their “knees,” 
and the fathers themselves fell on “the aborigines.” Intermed¬ 
iate points were well represented, and the far-off chaps were 
present in spirit (aged in wood), so it was a genuine 100 per 
cent, re-union of a year which its members declare was the 
most substantial, resourceful, cosmopolitan, brilliant, the most 
successful by far, and by long odds, the most beneficial to the 
agricultural industry in Canada and abroad that was ever grad¬ 
uated by the O.A.C. 

CLASS ’23 

The Fall of 1919 saw one of the largest registration of 
students when Year ’23 entered the portals of Johnston Hall. 
Over 266 embryoscientists signified their intention to become 
scientific agriculturists. Throughout the years of study, for 
various reasons, many dropped by the wayside, but at gradu¬ 
ation ’23 again made a college record when 126 received their 

skeepskins. 

Through the watchful shepherding of Prof. W. Blackwood, 
our Honorary President, and the careful and patient teaching 
of the College Staff, the year was allowed to scatter throughout 
the four corners of the globe, where many made names for 

themselves that will be recorded in history. 

Wyndham Inn was the scene of a happy gathering on the 
evening of June 26th, when 27 members of Year ’23 gathered 
to celebrate their eighth anniversary of graduation with a 
dinner and informal dance, 19 being accompanied by their 

wives. 

An impromptu toast list was presided over by President 
Jerry Rhunke, and included short addresses by Dad McKenzie, 
Jack Smith, Tim Dice, Keith Riddell and Moff Cockburn, the 
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latter also leading some community singing with our old 
favorite Mr. Kaiser presiding at the piano for the evening. 

Following a short business meeting, at which Mr. Cockburn 
was elected President of the Year Alumni, and W. K. Riddell 
Secretary, the balance of the evening was devoted to dancing. 

Those present for the re-union were: — 

J. R. van Haarlem, Experimental Station, Vineland. 
C. M. Huntsman, Poultry Department, O.A.C. 
J. B. Smith, Poultry Department, O.A.C. 
F. G. North, Clay Products, Chatham. 
W. A. McKenzie (Dad), on three months convalescent leave 

of absence from Harris Abbatoir, Toronto. 
Elgin Senn, Ass’t Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, 

Windsor. 
N. J. Thomas, Chemistry Department, O.A.C. 
D. I. Hill, Collegiate Institute, Goderich. 

And the following who were accompanied by their wives: — 

H. R. Howard, Beaver Manufacturing Co., Galt. 
T. J. Dyce, Apiculture Department, O.A.C. 
T. C. Rogers, 87 Leander Rd., Rochester, with American 

Cyanamide Co. 
H. N. Sneyd, ice cream foreman for Chas. Yeates & Co., 

Guelph. 
J. F. Andrew, Ass’t Deputy Minister of Agriculture, 

Edmonton. 
W. M. Cockburn, Agricultural Representative, Carp. 
H. B. Disbrowe, Apiculture Department, O.A.C. 
G. N. Rhunke, Chemistry Department, O.A.C. 
R. M. McKenzie, Chemistry Department, O.A.C., living 

Pakenham. 
H. M. Barron, Poultry Department, O.A.C. 
C. G. Pilkie, teaching, 139 Dinsmore Cres., Toronto. 
T. H. Blow, N. V. Potash, 143 Belmont St., Springfield, Mass. 
W. L. Burke, will be in Malvern Collegiate, Toronto, after 

midsummer. 
E. A. Summers, Agricultural Representative, Port Hope. 
H. C. Elliott, farming, Galt. R. R. No. 1. 
Dr. W. H. Upshall, Vineland Experimental Station. 
W. K. Riddell, Agricultural Representative, London. 
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E. N. Buckley, Land Settlement Branch, Box 107, St. 
Catharines. 

P. B. Saunders, Horticultural Department, O.A.C. 

CLASS ’24 

Year ’24 survived the semi-centennial which marked 50 
years of progress of this good old institution. They also mark¬ 
ed the first year graduated under the new curriculum which re¬ 
quired matriculation entrance for degree courses. A review of 
the Class ’24 suggests that many of its members are filling 
highly honoured positions in the world of agriculture. Of the 
51 graduates, 10 have obtained their master’s degree, and some 
aspire to the doctorate; 8 of the class are high school teachers; 
5 are Agricultural Representatives; 18 are engaged in important 
work at the College, at Experimental Stations, and in extension 
work throughout the Dominion and United States; 7 are success¬ 
ful farmers; 1 is a Supervisor of Forestry, and 1 is in cotton 
research work in South Africa. Twelve of the Year saw service 
in France. Year ’24 presented their Alma Mater with a por¬ 
trait of the late Professor Wade Toole—a gracious tribute to an 
honoured teacher. 

CLASS ’26 

Class 1926 held their re-union at the Y.M.C.A., where Mark 
Norton, of that Class, and his good wife catered to the crowd. 
A happy and informal re-union was held, when the days of the 
good old College were recalled, and the latest benedict was 

toasted. 

CLASS ’30 

Our meeting was chiefly to present to the College, as a 
lasting Memorial, an object of art which, it is hoped, will make 

a valuable addition to the College collection. 

“Le Soucheur” or “The Land Clearer,” by A. Suzor-Cote. 
R.C.A., French Canadian sculptor, is, considered his second finest 

bronze. As it was completed only a short time before paralysis 
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overtook Suzor-Cote, very few castings were made. This rarity 
gives it an added distinction. 

In presenting this bronze it is felt that the ideas of per¬ 
sistence and initiative given by the man prying out a stump, 
are characteristic of some of the Year’s activities on the campus. 
For example, the persistence of the year, as Sophomores. Their 
initiative has been demonstrated in the founding of The OACIS, 
the College weekly paper. 

Alumni Notes 

’05 Official announcement was made by the Civil Service Com¬ 
mission on July 18th of the appointment of George Ben¬ 
jamin Rothwell as Dominion Live Stock Commissioner, 
succeeding H. S. Arkell, who graduated from the College 
in 1907. 

’06 W. D. Breckon is a Canadian Immigration Agent at Fort 
Erie, Ont. 

’07 H. S. Arkell resigned from his position as Live Stock Com¬ 
missioner to assume a post with a private concern connect¬ 
ed with the live stock industry. 

’ll The daily press carried the following account of a banquet 
in honour of H. A. Dorrance, Agricultural Representative 
for Brantford, Ont: — 

H. A. Dorrance, Brantford, is the dean of Agricultural Re¬ 
presentatives of the Province of Ontario, having recently 
entered upon his 21st year in the service. A very pleasing 
banquet was recently held in Brantford in honour of the 
occasion, when classmates of the O.A.C., and prominent 

live stock men, were present to offer their felicitations, and 
to recall old times. Mr. Dorrance organized the agricul¬ 
tural work in Dufferin County, opening the first office in 
Orangeville. For 16 years he served the agricultural in¬ 

terests of that County very acceptably, and, now serving 
in the same capacity in Brant County, has made many 
friends. His work and leadership have been much appre- 
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dated in both Counties. Mr. Dorrance is assistant ring 
superintendent at the Guelph Winter Fair, and is well 
known here. 

’12 P. O. Van Sickle, who is living at Ancaster, is working for 
the Canada Life Assurance Company, Hamilton, Out. 

’17 H. Clarke Is farming near Stouffville, Ont. 

A. W. Guild is living at Delaraine, Man. 

’18 E. W. Weston is teaching at the new Technical School, at 
Kingston, Ont. 

’22 W. P. Smith is teaching at the Continuation School, at 
Wheatley, Ont. 

R. F. McCreary is working with the Freeman Dairy Com¬ 
pany, Flint, Mich. 

’23 W. L. Burke will be teaching at the Malvern Collegiate In¬ 
stitute, Toronto, Ont. 

’24 C. E. Freeman is Principal of Saltfleet High School, Stoney 
Creek, Ont. 

’24 R. G. Gemmell is Principal of the High School, Port Perry, 
Ont. 

’26 A. McGugan is living at Rodney, Ont. 

’28 W. R. Robinson is teaching at the High School, Kincardine, 
Ont. 

’29 H. L. Bamforth is living at 602 Rubidge St., Peterborough, 
Ont. 

H. M. Townsend is teaching at Nepean High School, West- 
boro’, Ont. 

’30 M. P. Harrison is an assistant live stock superintendent for 
the Department of Agriculture, Fredericton, New Brunswick. 

G. Hull is teaching at Etobicoke High School, Toronto, Ont 

’31 The Secretary of the Year has adopted the admirable prac- 
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tice of issuing a mimeographed news sheet from time to 
time, containing information as to the movements and 
activities of the various members of the Year. Each mem¬ 
ber of the Year receives a copy. Secretaries of other years 
would do well to follow Mr. Earl Mighton’s example and 
to put The Review on their mailing list. 
Friar Adams, address not certain. Supposed to be on in¬ 
sect work at Biscitasing. 
Hector P. Hitchison, Listowel, Ont. Farming and doing 
odd chores around the barn. Marriage and love affairs 
secondary. 
Don Bell, Barrie, R. R. No. 3. Another son of the soil and 
not married as yet. 
Buddy Bryant, Apiculture Department, O.A.C. Apiary in¬ 
spector and watching the bees making bee-skits. His race 
for deanship of Watson Hall is extra mural now. 
“Teddy Bear” Carter, somewhere in Muskoka. Keeping 
house from all reports, but not sure who with. The Bear 
didn’t report himself. 

(To be continued) 

NEWS FROM “SPIKE”, 

As recorded in the June issue of the Review, J. K. Galbraith, 
’31, received a Fellowship under the Eoininni Foundation at the 
University of California this year, for the purpose of studying 
Agricultural Economics. In a letter to the Editor from Box 451 
International House, University of California, Berkeley, Cal., he 
writes as follows. 

“With College opening once more approaching and bringing 
with it the initiation of another year, I thought perhaps the en¬ 
closed clippings would interest you. One is the general text of 
countless sticker posters, three feet square, which are plastered 
on sidewalks and bill-boards everywhere. Close analysis will 
show you that poetically it has the fine touch of Tennyson com¬ 
bined with all the vigour of Poe and Schmelling.I like my 
work here fine so far—there is plenty of it, as it is specialized 
and promises to be very interesting. The campus and buildings 
are very beautiful and exceedingly complete. I am living in a 
million dollar club for graduate students donated by J. D. Rock¬ 
efeller (somebody donates something to this University every 

week). Every thing is to the Nth degree of comfort, even lux¬ 
ury, and at a cost of $15 a month for room and living generally, 
the price is very reasonable. 
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The student body is of course much too large to gain any 
appreciation of it—it is very friendly and cosmopolitan however, 
and I am making a very considerable number of pleasant 
acquaintances. 

Sincerely, 

“SPIKE”. 

The two cuttings enclosed are printed below. 

FRESHMAN DAY I1V CALIFORNIA 

Today is the day! 

Two thousand freshmen will wear blue felt hats, smoke 
corn coib pipes and bow to the will of the sophomore class. 

At the Vigilance committee meeting Friday it was decid¬ 
ed to summarily discipline freshmen violating the rules set 
forth in the poetic warning below. Cigarettes, cutting up of 
hats, and talking to women on the campus are prohibited. 

Some hazing began Saturday morning when a few un¬ 
lucky new students were forced to help garden sophomore 
lawn where the night before a giant ’35 had been carved there¬ 
in. Probably the gardening work will continue today. 

Vigilantes demand retribution or the disfigurement of 
their lawn. A hard week is promised the class of ’35. The haz¬ 
ing- week will end with the annual Freshmen-Sophomore brawl 
to be held Saturday. 

Freshmen should look to the Senior Peace committee for 
help when in distress, for that body will regulate the week’s 
activities. 

Upperclassmen and many women students are looking for¬ 
ward to the yearly show at Sather Gate. There will be ex¬ 
amples of freshmen oratory, many of the class members 
will offer themselves in marriage, and others will compete in 
peanut raceSj leap frog, directing traffic, and washing Wheel¬ 
er steps. 

Vigilance committee chairman Richard Goar '34 promises 
that freshmen will receive a thorough education before the 
week is over. He emphasized the fact that this year “half 
way hats and cut derbies’’ would be taboo. 
During the remainder of the semester the rules will be just 
as strictly enforced -as this week, Coar added. Freshmen 
without hats, caught smoking, or “queening” will be guests 
at Vigilance committee luncheons. 

Gaze, freshmen, gaze! 

That is today’s edict of the Vigilancq committee, for last' 
night they plastered Berkeley with 500 copies of the verse 
that follows: 
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Ye lousy scum of ’35 
Heed close these rules or you shall die 
With iputrid skulls afloat in gore 
Eternal slaves to thirty-four. 

Let uncut blue your heads adorn 
Or to fiery Hell you'll be foresworn 
For if thy freshie hat should stray 
Prepare to meet thy judgment day. 

No nails from coffins you may use 
To grace your scummy lips profuse 
For corn cob pipes only must suffice 
Your cravings for the ancient vie.". 

If on our sacred lawn you walk 
Or to our fair queens you dare to talk 
Beware the class of ’34 
Or Hell shall open wide its door. 

Breathe now vour last lonesome sigh 
For soon in Hell your bones shall li_e 
Unless vou take these rules for facts 
And follow in our noble tracks. ’34. 

MARRIAGES 

DAVIDSON-KING 

The marriage of Edythe King, daughter of Mr. and Mrs, 
William King, Perth, to Wilbert Alexander Davidson, B.S.A., 
was solemnized Wednesday, July 24th, 1931, in St. Paul’s United 
Church, the Rev. M. C. MacKinnon conducting the ceremony. 

“Davy” is a graduate of Class ’28, and his groomsman was 
“Syd.” Howe, ’30. Jordon Davidson, ’22, brother of the groom, 
and Albert Barr, ’30, were the ushers. To complete the O.A.C, 
circle, the bride attended the 1926 summer school, along with 
her bridesmaid, Miss Mary Clements, now of Toronto. The 

happy couple expect to reside in Perth, where “Davy” is Agri¬ 
cultural Representative for the County. 

GRAHAM-WISE 

A marriage of great interest to Ottawa people took place 
on Saturday, July 4th, at four o’clock, in Freelton United Church, 
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when Alma Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Wise, 
of Freelton, was united in marriage to Mr. Clifford Davidson 
Graham, B.S.A., son of Mr. and Mrs. IT. Scott Graham, of Ottawa. 
Rev. W. Crawford officiated. 

The church was beautifully decorated with delphinium and 
roses. The wedding music was played by Mrs. A. G. Laking, 
and during the signing of the register Miss Almira King, cousin 
of the bride, played a violin selection. 

The lovely bride was given in marriage by her father. She 
wore a gown of white tucked silk net, with tight-fitting bodiee 
and full skirt. Her long veil of embroidered net was arranged 
with orange blossoms, and she carried a shower bouquet of 
roses and lily of the valley. Miss Mary Graham, of Ottawa, 
sister of the bridegroom, attended the bride. She wore a gown 
of pink lace and net, made of long lines, with picture hat, and 
carried a bouquet of delphinium and roses. 

Little Kenneth Moore, of Dundas, cousin of the bride, in a 
white satin suit, carried the ring on a white satin cushion. Mr. 
Ian MacLeod, B.S.A., of Clinton, was groomsman, and the ushers 
were Frank Graham, Ottawa, and Russell Wise, Freelton. 

At the conclusion of the church ceremony a reception was 
held at the home of the bride’s parents, where Mr. and Mrs. Wise 
and Mr. and Mrs. Graham received with the bridal party. > 

Mrs. Wise wore a gown of brown crepe with matching velvet 
hat, and corsage bouquet of Talisman roses. Mrs. Graham wore 
a gown of black lace and georgette, with a black transparent 
hat and corsage of roses. 

At the close of the buffet luncheon a toast to the newly 
married couple was proposed by Mr. Crawford, and the bride¬ 
groom responded in a few well-chosen remarks. He then pro¬ 
posed a toast to the bridesmaid, which was responded to by the 
groomsman. 

The young couple left for Ottawa by motor, the bride tra¬ 
velling in a chic suit of brown crepe, with light hat, linen shoes 

and bag to match. 

On their return they will reside at 106 Water St., Stratford. 
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OBITUARY 

CAMPBELL 

John A. Campbell, an Associate of 1877, who was proprietor 
of the Norfolk Nurseries, Simcoe, died at his home on Saturday, 
July 25th, 1931, in his 79th year. The funeral was conducted 
from his late residence, “The Maples,” on Tuesday, July 28th. 

CHESLEY 

Graduates of the Ontario Agricultural College were shocked 
to read in the daily press of the untimely death, early in June, 
of Edward Chesley, who had graduated with the Class of 1922. 
The notices which the papers gave, at that time, detailed the 
various positions in agricultural journalism, publicity and adver¬ 
tising work which Mr. Chesley had carried out since his gradu¬ 
ation with the competence which was characteristic of him. 
Here in the “Review” it is perhaps permissible to ignore the 
public aspects of his life, and to pay an inadequate tribute to 
those personal qualities which weigh so much more heavily in 
the final casting of accounts. 

Those who knew Chesley in a casual way found him re- 
£orved but unfailingly courteous and considerate. Those who 
had the privilege of a more intimate friendship knew him as a 
man who had an instinctive and genuine enthusiasm for those 
things which have little money value, but which make of life 
something more than a dull routine or a frenzied scramble for 
material gain. He was possessed of a catholic taste in litera¬ 
ture, in art and in music; he had sound judgment and a keen 
critical sense. What is more rare in people whose tastes run 
in that direction, Chesley never lost touch with the world 

i 

about him; he had a great capacity for friendship and a spon¬ 
taneous and infectious wit; he was one of the “good compan¬ 
ions.” He had, at the same time, a disconcerting faculty for 
seeing through hypocricies and shams; purveyors of buncome 
and blatherskytes of high degree or low left him unimpressed. 
A great lover of the lake and hill country, his happiest times 
were those holidays, when, with a few friends, a packsack, a 
canoe—and a mouthorgan—he found contentment in the tran- 
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quil spaciousness of the North country. Edward Chesley was a 
type that is becoming increasingly rare: a man of wide interests 
and enthusiasms, whose human qualities had never become 
atrophied in the increasing specialization of to-day, in the in¬ 
creasing intensity of the struggle to “make good” at whatever 
expense to character, and to those values which have lasting 
worth.—D. C. McA. 

ELLIOTT 

We regret to record the death of Mr. R. R. Elliott, an As¬ 
sociate of Class ’90. Mr. G. R. Elliott, of R. R. No. 4, Owen 
Sound, has kindly sent us the following account of his life. 

iMr. Robert Rennelson Elliott, one of the early graduates 
of the O.A.C., of Year 1*890, and one of the best known farm¬ 
ers in Owen Sound district, passed away with startling sud¬ 
denness at his home on February 5th. Death was due to 
heart trouble. 

The news of his sudden passing will be heard with much 
regret by his many friends in Guelph, as he was held in 
the highest respect by all who knew him. 

Born in 'Galt, June 15th, 1867, the. eldest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wm. Elliott, of Seaforth, the late Mr. Elliott was in his 
64th year. He spent his early years in Seaforth, where he 
attended the public and high schools, later taking the Asso¬ 
ciate Course at the O.A.C., Guelph, and going directly from 
there to accent a position on the staff of the Central Ex¬ 
perimental Farm at Ottawa, where he remained for nine 
years, resigning to accept a similar position at Sailors’ Snug 
Harbour, Staten Island, New York. Returning to Canada he 
came directly to Owen Sound and vicinity, where he suc¬ 
cessfully conducted a farm. He served on the Municipal 
Township Board as Councillor, was dtn ex-,President of 
several local organizations, and for a time lecturer for the 
Farmer’s Institutes. 

In 1897 the late Mr. Elliott was united in marriage to 
Margaret Ida Pritchard, of Fergus, who now survives to 
mourn his passing, along with one dau£rhter. Grace R.. at 
home. One daughter. Pansy, predeceased him in 1914. Three 
brothers. Dr. J. T. Elliot, of Rhinelander. Wisconsin; Prof. 
W. T. Elliott. B.S.A.. of the School of Agriculture, Ver¬ 
milion. Alberta, and Richard, of Hamilton, and one sister. 
Miss Margaret, of Hamilton, are left to mourn the passing 
of a beloved brother. 

The late Mr. Elliott was a faithful member of the Division 
Street United tChurch, and was very well known bv a large 
circle of friends. 
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be prepared to find considerable alterations in their productions. 

The Editor is not responsible for the opinions of his cor¬ 

respondents. 
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A MATTER OF TASTE? 
... Winchesters, of course 

A 

20 FOR 25 CENTS 

Winchester 
CIGARETTES 

Blended Right! 
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Letters to the Editor 

THE COST OF DANCES 

To the Editor of the Review: — 

This seems an opportune time to bring up the question of 
the ever increasing cost of putting on dapees. During the past 
few years there has been a tendency, particularly at the Hallow¬ 
e'en Dance, for each succeeding year to attempt to outdo the 
previous year in the matter of decorations This expensive pas¬ 
time has made it necessary to raise the cost of admission, and all 
to pay for a great deal of unnecessary crepe paper and tinsel. 
It has been done and still should be possible to enjoy a dance 
such as the Hallowe’en without these additions. A few pumpkins, 
a little orange and black here and there can produce the required 
effect, and after all the residents of Macdonald Hall are sufficient¬ 
ly comely to put any other form of decoration completely-in the 
shade. 

In these days of depression when numbers of men are out 
of work and women and children are starving any expenditure 
of money should be directed into the right channels and all un¬ 
necessary extravagance should be avoided. 

Mr. Editor, your correspondent enjoys a dance as much as 
anybody, but he prefers to concentrate on the girls and not on 
the decorations. 

Yours with the usual apologies, 

“PENNILESS PETER” 

THE USE OF THE LIBRARY 

To the Editor of the Review: — 

Dear Sir:—Could not something be done to give students 
more opportunity to use the library during their stay at College. 
At the present time the number of lectures effectually prevents 
us using it from 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., and at 4.30 we not un¬ 
naturally want to get out in the open for a little exercise. It is 

true that we are given opportunity to use it in the evenings 
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Now it’s September - form this really good habit 

Eat a Bar of Neilson’s Jersey Milk Choco¬ 

late every day. It will give you a new 

source of energy to help you study better, 

play better, work better! You’ll enjoy 

this health making habit, too. 

THE B. M. CHOCOLATE MADE 

%U5ari$ 
JERSEY 
MILK. 

CHOC OLATE 
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Kama Worm Capsules 
(ChemicaSIy-tectcd tet.achlore 

thylcne) 

A safe, effective, economical 
anthelmintic. 

For removal of roundworms in 
poultry, also stomach worms, hook¬ 
worms and roundwormo in dogs, cats, 
foxes, sheep, goats and swine. 

Nema Worm Capsules are available in packages of 12 and 50 as follows: — 

No. 190—5 cc. (80 minims) For cattle, sheep, swine, large dogs, etc. 
No. 189—2^4 cc. (40 minims) For medium sue dogs, small hogs, lambs, kids, etc. 
No. 187—1 cc. (16 minims) For adult foxes, small dogs, poultry, etc. 
No. 191—0.5 cc. ( 8 minims) For young turkeys, chickens, foxes, etc. 
No. 188—0.2 cc. ( 3 minims) For puppies, fox cubs, small chickens, etc. 

(Send for free bulletin) 

Parke, Davis & Company 
Montreal, Que. Walkerville, Ontario Winnipeg, Man. 
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during the winter months, but on these occasions there is usually 

something specific we have to study, and we get no time to look 
over the weekly magazines and periodicals. How can we possibly 

keep up to date unless we adopt the practice of subscribing to 
several magazines, and this is an expensive proposition? 

What would be the objection to letting everybody have at 
least one afternoon during the week when they would have the 
opportunity of reading up-to-date literature? Quizzes on current 
events could be a weekly feature if it was found that students 
were taking advantage of the period to enjoy themselves else¬ 
where. 

• 4 ' , * r ■ - - . « >.’ v’ 

And again, would anybody object if the Library were open 
every Sunday? There is no more peaceful or appropriate occup¬ 
ation for a Sunday afternoon than reading a book, and there must 
be many students who would be willing to supervise the use of 
the library on Sunday if given the chance. 

Yours for more literature, 

“REFORMER” 

Vr,* 
So This is O. A. College 
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A NEW IMPROVED FENCE AT NO EXTRA COST 
Frost Zinc-Bonded Tight Lock Farm Fence is the result of years of 
experiment and research. Thousands of dollars have been spent in 
perfecting this new Zinc-Bonded Process and in installing special 
electrical heating equipment to ensure scientific control of temperature 
and highest quality of galvanizing. Yet despite this enormous outlay, 
Frost Fence is not increased in price by one cent. 

In this new revolutionary Zinc-Bonded process, Frost copper content steel wire is 
now heavily coated with pure zinc—so flexible that the galvanizing will neither crack 
nor flake, even when the wire is wrapped around its own diameter. Weather, rust, strain 
or shock—none of these can impair the efficiency of Frost Zinc-Bonded Fence. Year 
in, year out, it stands rustless and efficient, protecting stock and crops and preventing 
all waste. No repairs or renewal costs. Frost Zinc-Bonded Fence means all the 
difference between profit and loss. It enables you to get every dollar of profit out of 
your farm. 

Write now for particulars of this exclusive Frost 
ZinC'Bonded Farm Fence, or see your Frost dealer today. 

Frost Fence 
FROST STEEL AND WIRE CO. L TED 

Head Office: HAMILTON, Ont. 

and at Montreal, Que. and Winnipeg. Man. 

402AC 
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ESTABLISHED 1047 
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The problem of plant setting can be readily solved by 

using a Massey-Harris Transplanter. 

With this equipment it is possible to fertilize, water, set, 

and pack the soil around the plants all at one time. This 

machine is adapted to transplanting Tobacco, Cabbage, 

Tomatoes, Strawberries, Nursery Plants, etc. 

The Massey-Harris Transplanter is a comfortable, conven¬ 

ient machine to operate and has many features that will be 

appreciated by the owner. 

Write Your Nearest Branch for Folder Describing 

The ^Massey-Harris Transplanter 

Thousands of plants can he set in a day with a 
Massey-Harris Transplanter 

FOR QUICK PLANT SETTING 
USE A 

MASSEY-HARRIS TRANSPLANTER 



Your Only Objection to PURINA 

Is Now Washed Out 

NEVER have we heard an Agricultural Representa¬ 
tive, or other extension worker raise any objec¬ 
tion to the quality of Purina Chows. Every man 

of this group, with whom we have discussed the merits 
of Purina Chows, has expressed the conviction that 
they are excellent supplements for balancing farm- 
grown feeds. But some have honestly doubted whether 
Purina could give a feeder as much value for his dollar 
as he could secure by purchasing individual ingredients 
and mixing them himself. 

That doubt can no longer remain in any man’s mind, 
if he will compare to-day’s prices of Purina Chows with 
to-day’s prices of all the various individual ingredients 
that must be used to adequately balance farm rations. 
We invite you to make this direct comparison: — 

1. Ask any Purina dealer for current prices and 
standard feeding directions—then work out the 
cost per ton of a farm-grain-and-Purina ration for 
any kind of live stock. 

2. Secure current prices on oilcake, gluten, cotton¬ 
seed meal, meat scrap, cod-liver oil, tankage, and 
any other necessary ingredients—then work out 
the cost per ton of a home-mixed ration (includ¬ 
ing grain) that is thoroughly balanced in all re¬ 
spects—proper proportion of protein to carbo¬ 
hydrate variety of proteins, vitamins, minerals. 

If there is any difference in 
favor of the home-mix, it will 
be too small to pay ordinary 
day-wage rates for the labor of 
mixing. 

PURIWA MII1-8 
Woodstock, Out. 

Montreal, Qne. 
IOC 
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When You Have a Sale 

OU need not worry over your Sales 

Notes. This Bank will be glad to 

supply blank forms and look after the 

notes for you. 

We will notify the buyers of your stock 

to pay their notes at our office, and will 

deposit the payments to your account. 

The Royal Bank 
of Canada 

Guelph Branch - - R. H. Harvey, Manager 






